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Plant breeders of autogamous crops have as their goal the 
accumulation of all favorable alleles into a homozygous genotype- The 
population size required to isolate genotypes homozygous for a large 
number of favorable alleles exceeds the resources of most breeding 
programs (Bailey and Comstock, 1976; Bailey, 1977; Sneep, 1977; Yonezawa 
and Yamagata, 1978). Recurrent selection permits the substitution of 
time for large population size. It is a breeding method used for 
quantitative traits to increase the frequency of favorable alleles 
through a cyclical process of selection and crossing. Fewer individuals 
are necessary to maintain all the favorable alleles in a population than 
would be necessary to identify one homozygous genotype with all the 
favorable alleles. The improved population resulting from several 
cycles of recurrent selection will have a higher probability of 
isolating desirable genotypes than the original population. 
Plant breeding programs have always utilized cyclical patterns of 
crossing and selection, but systematic application of selection and 
recombination in closed populations for autogamous crops has not been 
applied until recent years. In soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], the 
results of recurrent selection programs have been reported for yield 
(Kenworthy and Brim, 1979; Sumarno and Fehr, 1982), protein percentage 
(Wilier and Fehr, 1979; Brim and Burton, 1979), oil content (Burton and 
Brim, 1981), oil composition (Wilson et al., 1981), iron efficiency 
(Prohaska and Fehr, 1981), and phytophthora tolerance (walker and 
Schmitthenner, 1984). 
The genetic gain from recurrent selection is dependent on tne 
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effectiveness of the procedures used for the three operational phases of 
each cycle; l) derivation of individuals or families for evaluation, 
2) evaluation of individuals or families and selection of parents, and 
3) interna ting of selected parents to form the population for the next 
cycle of selection. Knowledge of the effectiveness of different 
strategies for each phase of a cycle is necessary to maximize genetic 
gain. 
In autogamous crop species, the most common method of recurrent 
selection involves evaluation of selfed-progeny. In designing the first 
phase of the selection program, decisions must be made concerning an 
appropriate method of inbreeding and the generation of inbreeding in 
which to make selections. 
For the second phase, the decisions include the number of locations 
and years of testing, the number of replications in each environment, 
and the plot type. One year of evaluation would minimize the time per 
cycle, but may not provide a sufficient measure of the genoiypic 
potential. A second year of yield evaluation, in which only a selected 
set of lines from the first yield evaluation are tested, may increase 
gain from selection by more effectively identifying superior genotypes. 
Kenworthy and Brim (1979) and Sumamo and Fehr (1982) reported 
significant yield improvement after three cycles of recurrent selection 
for seed yield of soybean. Both programs used 1 year of yield testing 
for the selection of superior genotypes. No empirical studies have been 
reported comparing genetic gain from recurrent selection for seed yield 
with different levels of testing. One objective of this research was to 
determine the relative genetic gain obtained with one or two stages of 
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yield testing for seed yield in a recurrent selection program. 
The third phase of recurrent selection is to develop the population 
for the next cycle. The primary decision is the number of intermating 
generations to use in developing the population. More than one 
generation of intermating would improve the opportunity for 
recombination, but may reduce genetic gain per year if tne cycle time is 
lengthened. Hanson (1959) supported the use of three to four 
generations of random intermating before self-pollination, based on 
theoretical considerations regarding the breakup of parental linkage 
blocks. Computer simulation and theoretical studies have indicated that 
only small, if any, increase in genetic variance can be expected from 
random intermating beginning in the F2 of a single cross (Hanson and 
Hayman, 1963; Pederson, 1974)» No empirical studies are available to 
determine the effect on genetic gain of different numbers of generations 
of random intermating between cycles of selection. The second objective 
of this research was to determine the relative genetic gain obtained 
with recurrent selection for seed yield with one or three interacting 
generations between cycles. 
Conventional breeding programs may differ from recurrent selection 
methods in several respects. Relatively fewer crosses are used to 
generate genetic variability, outstanding parents used for crossing in 
one season may be used as a parent in later seasons, germplasm developed 
outside the program is routinely introduced, and parental germplasm is 
usually identified after more extensive testing. A third objective of 
this researcn was to compare a conventional breeding program with 
alternative recurrent selection strategies. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Standard breeding procedures in autogamous crops have been 
criticized for limiting potential genetic variability due to small 
initial gene pools, reducing recombination as a result of selfing, and 
allowing random fixation of favorable and unfavorable gene combinations 
by delaying evaluation for quantitative traits until later generations 
(Jensen, 1970; Frederickson and Kronstad, 1985). Recurrent selection is 
a breeding method which potentially could correct these deficiencies. 
Cyclical selection and intermating in a broad based population provides 
the opportunity for multiple parent representation, maintenance of 
genetic variability, and the opportunity for new gene combinations to be 
formed. 
Recurrent selection methods are designed for the improvement of 
quantitatively inherited traits. Quantitative traits are controlled by 
a large number of genes, each with a small effect. Environmental 
effects tend to obscure the genetic effects. The genotypes in a 
segregating population cannot be divided into discrete classes. The 
objective of recurrent selection is to increase the gene frequency of 
favorable genes, improving the opportunity for extraction of favorable 
genotypes or producing an improved population for release per se. 
The first use of the the term recurrent selection was by Hull 
(1945) to describe selection for general combining abilil^ . Although 
the term was not applied by the authors, breeding programs described 
earlier by Jenkins (1940), Hayes and Garber (1919), East and Jones 
(1920), and Hopkins (1902) would also fit the description. 
Intrapopulation recurrent selection methods are intended to improve 
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population performance per se, and interpopulation recurrent selection 
methods are directed at improvement of the cross between two populations 
(Moll and Stuber, 1974; Sprague and Eberhart, 1977). Intrapopulation 
methods are used with autogamous crop species because the objective is 
to extract homozygous lines from the improved population. 
Intrapopulation selection methods include phenotypic recurrent 
selection, in which the phenoiype is the basis of selection (e.g., mass 
selection), genotypic recurrent selection, in which the genetic value of 
an individual is determined by progeny tests (e.g., half-sib family 
evaluation) or both genotypic and phenotypic selection (e.g., modified 
ear-to-row with mass selection within half-sib families) 
The three operational phases of each cycle of a genotypic recurrent 
selection method are; 1 ) derivation of families or individuals for 
evaluation, 2) evaluation of the individuals or families and selection 
of parents, and 3) intermating of selected parents to form a population 
for the next cycle of selection (Sprague and Eberhart, 1977; Hallauer 
and Miranda, 1981). Integration of a recurrent selection program with 
cultivar development objectives could be considered an additional step 
(Hallauer and Miranda, 1981). The selected parents of each cycle can be 
included in further trials for evaluation and possible release as 
germplasm (Fehr et al., 1984) or as cultivars (Fehr and Bahrenfus, 
1984). 
Due to the ease of obtaining self-pollinated seed, recurrent 
selection in autogamous species usually involves se If ed-progeny 
evaluation. Male-sterility can be used to facilitate intermating, as 
long as the presence of genetic male-sterility does not affect the 
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expression of the trait under selection (Brim and Stuber, 1973)» In 
soybeans, the seed set on male-sterile plants is reduced; tnerefore, 
male sterility may reduce the effectiveness of a selection program for 
increased yield. 
Recurrent selection has been used in self-pollinated crops for a 
number of traits. Recurrent selection programs for low heritability 
traits most commonly have used selfed-progeny evaluation. For traits 
with relatively high heritability, individual plant selection with 
internating between cycles has been used. 
Kenworthy and Brim (1979) reported the results of three cycles of 
recurrent selection for yield in soybean. Three selection criteria were 
used: yield per se, efficiency (total seed weight/total straw weight), 
and a rank index which summed the ranks for yield and efficiency. The 
cycle 0 population was 477 BC-jF^ -derived lines from crosses of nine 
plant introductions to the recurrent parent D49-2491. Fifty-five BC^ F^ -
derived lines were selected based on yield and intermated to form the 
cycle 1 population. The three selection criteria were initiated in the 
cycle 1 population. A cycle of selection was comprised of one season of 
selfing Sg plants, evaluation of S-] lines in replicated 3x3 hill plots 
at one location, and intermating of 20 selected parents. Intermating 
was accomplished by pollinating S2 plants within selected lines using 
a bulk sample of flowers collected from all 20 lines (Hanson et al., 
1967). Only selection for yield per se increased yield significantly. 
The rate of improvement was 134 +. 30 kg/ha/cycle for yield per se, 38 _+ 
55 Kg/ha/cycle for the index, and 2 _+ 47 kg/ha/cycle for selection based 
on efficiency. 
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Sumamo and Fehr (1982) reported inconsistent response to three 
cycles of recurrent selection for yield in the AP6 soybean population. 
The AP6 population was synthesized by intermating 40 high-yielding lines 
and cultivars for three generations. Three subpopulations were 
maintained based on maturity: early, midseason, and late maturity. F^ -
derived lines were evaluated for yield in hill plots in two replications 
at each of two locations in 1 year. Ten lines were selected in each 
maturity group and intermated in a dial lei to begin the next cycle of 
selection. The use of two winter nursery seasons per year allowed each 
cycle to be completed in 2 years. Gain from selection as measured by 
composites of the parents of each cycle was 109 + 22 kg/ha/cycle in the 
early set, -70 _+ 22 kg/ha/cycle in the midseason set, and 
82 _+ 28 kg/ha/cycle in the late set. 
Two soybean populations were improved for protein percentage by 
Brim and Burton (1979). Within each population, two subpopulations, A 
and B, were maintained. Cycle 0 of population lA was 247 F^ -derived 
lines from a single cross between two experimental lines. Cycle 1 was 
formed by intermating 102 F^ -derived lines selected for protein 
percentage. Each cycle of selection consisted of selfing SQ plants, 
evaluating lines in two replications at one location, and one 
generation of random mating of selected -derived lines. The number of 
S-| lines selected in the first three cycles were 102, 105, and 84- For 
cycles 3 to 6, approximately 45 5^  lines were selected. Cycle 0 of 
population IB was derived by intermating I6 selected cycle 2 lines from 
population lA. The same procedures were followed as in population lA, 
except timt only 10 or 11 lines were intermated to begin each cycle. 
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Four cycles of selection were completed in population IB. Population II 
was the same population used by Kenworthy and Brim (1979). From the 
original 477 BC-jF^ -derived lines, 76 were intermated to form cycle 1 of 
population IIA and 18 were inteirmated to form cycle 1 of population IIB. 
A cycle of selection was the same as for population I. Five cycles were 
completed in populations IIA and four were completed in IIB. The 
effective population size was 3 to 4 times larger in population IIA than 
in IIB. Eleven to 19 lines were selected to begin a cycle of 
selection in IIB. Significant improvement in protein percentage was 
found in all populations. Protein increased from 4^ ,3 to 48.4% in lA, 
46.4 to 47.6^  in IB, 42.8 to 46.1$ in IIA, and 43.2 to 45-9$ in IIB. 
The effective population size had little effect on progress. The 
increased protein percentage did not alter the methionine content in 
either population (Burton et al., 1982). 
Miller and Fehr (1979) compared direct and indirect selection to 
increase protein percentage in soybean. Selection in two cycles of S-] 
recurrent selection was for protein per se and for low oil percentage. 
The cycle 0 population was developed by intermating 12 high-protein 
lines with 12 high-yielding lines for three generations. The resulting 
SQ plants were selfed and 100 random lines were evaluated in two 
replications at two locations. Ten lines with the highest protein 
percentage and ten lines with the lowest oil were intermated in separate 
dial lei crosses to begin the next cycle of selection. The 100 lines 
of each cycle 1 population were evaluated at two locations. The 
percentage protein increased from 43.1 to 44«6/é in the high protein 
population and to 43.9% in the low oil population. They concluded that 
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selection for increased seed protein can be accomplished more 
efficiently by direct selection for high protein than by selection for 
low oil. 
Prohaska and Fehr (1981) reported improved resistance of a soybean 
population to iron-deficiency chlorosis following two cycles of S-j line 
evaluation. Three generations of intermating were used to synthesize 
the cycle 0 population from 10 cultivars and experimental lines and 10 
plant introductions. The cycle 0 parents had the highest resistance 
available. In each cycle, 100 lines were evaluated on calcareous 
soil at one or two locations. The 10 most resistant lines were 
identified before flowering and crossed in a diallel. One generation of 
selfing was completed in Puerto Rico, and each cycle took 1 year. 
Significant linear improvement was observed over the two cycles. The 
rate of improvement was 9$ of the cycle 0 mean per year. 
Significant improvement for phytophthora resistance was achieved by 
WalKer and Schmitthenner (1984) with three cycles of recurrent selection 
using S-| line evaluation. Ten high-yielding cultivars and lines with 
moderate or better tolerance were intermated for two generations to give 
the cycle 0 population. Each cycle of selection took 1 year and 
involved growing the SQ plants in Puerto Rico to derive S^  lines, 
evaluation of the S-| lines in the greenhouse, and selecting the best 
lines for a second evaluation in the field. Before flowering, 10 lines 
(20 lines for cycle 1) were selected in the field and mated in a 
diallel. Response to selection was evaluated in the greenhouse and in 
the field. Significant linear improvement was observed among cycles. 
The total gain with respect to cycle 0 was 21% as measured by the 
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greenhouse screen and 10^  when evaluated in the field. 
Stuthman and S tucker (1976) evaluated the improvement for yield in 
an oat (Avena sativa L.) population which had undergone two cycles of 
recurrent selection. Twelve high-yielding and adapted cultivars were 
intermated in a dial lei and single-seed descent was used to obtain F^ -
derived lines for yield testing. The second cycle was initiated by 
intermating 21 selected lines in a partial dial lei, each crossed to six 
other lines. F^ -derived lines in Fg were evaluated for yield. The 
average yield of the cycle 2 progeny exceeded the mean yield of the 
original parents by 33%. 
Miller and Rawlings (1967a) conducted three cycles of recurrent 
selection for lint yield in the F2 population of a cotton (Gossypium 
hirsutum L.) single cross. Six lines were intermated to begin 
each cycle, one season of selfing was used to derive lines, and 
the lines were evaluated in three environments. A comparison of 
parents of each cycle showed a significant increase in yield. The 
cycle 3 selections exceeded the base population by 29.7%. 
Three cycles of selection in a cotton cultivar significantly 
improved lint percentage (Meredith and Bridge, 1973). The base 
population was 23 plants selected from the F^ -derived cultivar 
"Deltapine 523'. The 23 plants were evaluated for lint percentage in 
progeny rows, 16 were selected, and crossed in eight single crosses to 
form the cycle 1 population. The following two cycles were completed by 
selfing to the F2, selecting on a plant basis and then among progeny 
rows for lint percentage, and intermating the 16 selected lines. The 
lint percentage increased from 33.3 in the base population to 38.0 in 
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the selections from cycle 3. 
Matzinger et al. (1972) permitted two opportunities for 
recombination in each cycle of selection for increased percentage of 
total alkaloids in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.). The base population 
was the F2 of a single cross between two cultivars. Full-sib families 
were produced by mating eight random SQ plants, four males and four 
females, in all combinations (Matzinger and Cockerham, 1963). Fifteen 
sets of sixteen full-sib families were evaluated at one location. 
Selection for percentage of total alkaloids was based on full-sib family 
performance in cycle 0. Fifteen full-sib families were selected, and 
intermated in a diallel to form the the cycle 1 population. Full-sib 
families were produced as in cycle 0. Selfed-seed was also produced on 
SQ plants. Thirteen sets of sixteen full sib-families and eight selfed 
families were evaluated at one location. Fifteen families were selected 
using an index which incorporated information from both the full-sib and 
selfed families. Cycle 2 was completed in the same manner as cycle 1. 
Opportunity for effective recombination occurred both during the 
intermating and during the formation of the full-sib families. The mean 
of the cycle 1 families was equal to the high parent of cycle 0 and most 
of the cycle 2 families exceeded the high parent for percentage of total 
alkaloids. 
Grain protein percentage has been increased in spring wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.) utilizing recurrent selection. Loffler et al. 
(1983) completed two cycles of selection in a population formed by 
intermating 10 medium- to high-protein parents. Selection was performed 
on F2-derived lines in the F^  at one location. Twenty-five cycle 0 
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progeny rows and 20 cycle 1 progeny rows were selected and interna ted to 
begin subsequent cycles. The parants were intermated in a partial 
dial lei with each cycle 1 parent being used in six crosses and each 
cycle 2 parent being used in seven crosses. The F-j plants were selfed, 
and the plants were harvested individually to provide seed for 
testing. Gain was evaluated by comparing bulks of the cycle 0 (CO) and 
cycle 2 (C2) populations and 80 random F^ -derived lines from CO and C2. 
The increase in grain protein was 0.5^  per cycle as estimated by the 
lines and 0,35% per cycle as measured by the bulks. The CO bulk was 
significantly lower than the highest CO parent, but the C2 bulk did not 
differ significantly from that parent, 
Busch and Kofoid (1982) used four cycles of line evaluation to 
increase kernel weight in spring wheat. Ten lines selected for kernel 
weight were intermated in a diallel, the Sq plants were selfed, lines 
were evaluated for kernel weight, and 22 were selected as parents for 
the next cycle of selection. Three subsequent cycles of selection were 
handled in the same manner as the first cycle; selfing of Sg plants, 
evaluation of lines for Kernel weight, and intermating of selected 
lines. Twenty-six lines were selected as parents from the cycle 1 
population and 20 lines were selected from cycles 2 and 3. The 
effectiveness of selection was determined by evaluating 80 random lines 
from the cycle 0 and cycle 2 populations and bulic lines from cycles 1 
through 4- The estimated ^ in from cycle 0 to cycle 2 was 3$ per cycle 
based on line performance. The estimated gain from cycle 1 through 4 
was 7% per cycle based on population performance. 
Genetic male-sterility has been used in mass selection programs for 
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percentage oil (Burton and Brim, 1981) and oil quality (Burton et al., 
1985; Wilson et al., 1981) in soybean. Harvesting of hybrid seed from 
male-sterile plants permitted control of only the female parent in the 
intermating phase of a cycle. Burton and Brim (1981) selected 28 male-
sterile plants grown in the field for high oil percentage, then selected 
a fertile plant within each half-sib family in the greenhouse. Oil 
percentage increased from 18.8 to 19.9$, an increase of 0.35% per cycle. 
Indirect selection for low linolenic acid percentage in soybean oil 
was practiced by selecting for high oleic acid content in the progeny of 
a single cross (Burton et al., 1985; Wilson et al., 1981). For three 
cycles, seeds from male-sterile plants were evaluated for oleic acid 
percentage and selected half-sib families were sent to Puerto Rico for a 
seed increase in the winter. The fourth cycle included selection for 
high oleic content within half-sib families. Oleic acid increased from 
24.8 to 33.0% and linolenic acid decreased from 7.8 to 6.3^  
Operational Phases and Genetic Gain 
The predicted genetic gain per year from recurrent selection is 
ck a|, 
 ^ yL c^ Vre + cr|g/e + 
where Gy is the predicted gain per year, c is the parental control, k is 
the selection differential, a|, is the portion of genetic variance due 
to additive effects, y is the number of years per cycle, and the 
expression within the brackets is the phenotypic variance. Within the 
brackets, is the experimental error, is the genotype X 
environment interaction variance, Gg is the total genetic variance among 
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individuals or families, r is the number of replications per 
environment, auad e is the number of environments (Eberhart, 1970; 
Sprague and Eberhart, 1977). The predicted genetic gain can be used to 
compare recurrent selection methods (Fehr and Ortiz, 1975a; Hallauer and 
Miranda, 1981). Once a specific recurrent selection method has been 
selected, the formula for prediction of genetic gain also can be used as 
a guide for the allocation of resources in the implementation of the 
program. 
A greater predicted gain per year can be obtained by increasing the 
terms in the numerator or decreasing the terms in the denominator 
(Eberhart, 1970). Parental control can be increased from 0.5 to 1 by 
selecting both male and female parents in recurrent phenoiypic 
selection, instead of only the female. Recombination of S-j seed rather 
than remnant half-sib seed in half-sib family selection increases c from 
1 to 2. Selecting a smaller percentage of evaluated progeny will 
increase the selection differential, but may result in an undesirable 
amount of fixation due to drift. Additive genetic variance may be 
increased by using additional generations of intermating between cycles 
of selection, if repulsion phase linkages predominate in the population. 
The use of an off-season nursery can reduce the number of years for a 
cycle. Evaluation of the families or progeny in more environments and 
more replications in each environment can decrease the total phenolypic 
variance. 
Formation of Families for Evaluation 
The families that are evaluated should be a representative sample 
of the population. In line evaluation, harvesting of random SQ 
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individuals should adequately sample the population. Higher levels of 
inbreeding may be necessary to evaluate traits with complex 
inheritance, such as yield, in self-pollinated crops (Busch and 
Kofoid, 1982). Single seed descent seems to be the most efficient 
method for generation advance in programs that evaluate lines inbred 
past the S-] generation. 
Fehr (1978) listed three variations of single seed descent. The 
first involves harvesting one seed from each SQ plant, bulking the seed 
and planting the population. The procedure is repeated until the 
desired level of inbreeding is obtained. A second variation involves 
harvesting more than one seed per plant in one operation and maintaining 
a primary population for planting and a reserve population in case of 
crop failure. Thirdly, seed from each SQ plant may be planted 
separately in a hill or plant row. Seed is harvested from each row and 
used to plant an S2 plant row. When the desired level of inbreeding is 
reached, each single row will trace to a different Sq plant. 
Single-seed descent has been found to be as effective as other 
inbreeding methods for identifying high-yielding lines. Empig and Fehr 
(1971) found no significant differences for mean yield among lines 
derived using single-seed descent, cross-bulk, restricted cross-bulk, 
and maturity-group bulk methods. Additional studies have supported 
single-seed descent as an efficient method of inbreeding (Boerma and 
Cooper, 1975; Ivers and Fehr, 1978). Single-seed descent allows rapid 
inbreeding through the use of off-season nurseries without alteration of 
the population by natural selection. 
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Evaluation of Families 
The predicted gain from one cycle of selection can be increased by 
reducing the phenotypic variance. The phenotypic variance can be 
reduced by using appropriate cultural practices and experimental 
designs, and by increasing the number of environments and replications 
in which the progeny are evaluated (Eberhart, 1970). The relative 
increase in predicted gain obtained by increasing the number of 
environments and replications will be larger for traits with low 
heritability than for those with high heritability. Addition of 
locations and replications may be useful for traits such as yield. 
However, Sprague and Eberhart (1977) stated that if random environmental 
factors cause genotype 1 environment interaction, the use of additional 
years of evaluation seldom will be beneficial due to the reduction in 
gain per year. 
Hallauer and Miranda (1981) used the prediction formula to compare 
the expected gains for three traits evaluated in one to five 
replications at one location. The variance component estimates were 
obtained from 144 S-| progenies of 'Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic' maize 
population grown in three replications at one location. The lines 
were evaluated for resistance to European corn borer (Ostrinia nubilalis 
Hubner) by rating leaf feeding severity. Resistance to a stalk rot 
organism (Diplodia zea Pass.) was determined by measuring rind puncture 
and scoring the extent of Diplodia zea infection. The relative 
efficiency of increasing replications was greatest for corn borer 
rating, which had the lowest heritability and least for rind puncture 
rating, which had the highest heritability. Increasing the number of 
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replications from two to five increased expected genetic gain 18$ for 
com borer rating, 13$ for stalk rot rating, and o% for rind puncture. 
Rodgers et al. (1977) calculated expected genetic advance for three 
synthetic populations in which root lodging would be used to select for 
com rootworm resistance. The expected genetic advance was estimated 
for different numbers of locations and replications. The responses 
observed by increasing numbers of replications and locations depended on 
the relative importance of genotypic variance and genotype X environment 
interaction variance. In two populations, 'Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic' 
and 'Iowa Early Rootworm Synthetic', a nearly linear response of expected 
gain was found by increasing locations from one to six. Little response 
was observed past four locations for BS1 due to a lower genotype X 
environment interaction variance with respect to the genotypic variaince. 
The expected gain for one replication at three locations was only 
slightly higher than for three replications at one location. However, 
utilizing fewer locations would reduce the chances of having 
environmental conditions which interact with root worm damage to cause 
root lodging. They concluded That two replications at three to four 
locations would be an adequate compromise. 
Russell et al. (1978) used variance component estimates obtained 
from 100 S^  progeny from BS9C1, a synthetic maize population, to study 
allocation of testing resources for selection of resistance to sheath-
collar feeding by the second brood of European corn borer. They varied 
the number of plants per plot, replications, and years of evaluation. 
Decreasing the number of plants from 10 to 5 and increasing the number 
of replications from three to four did not decrease expected gain, but 
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did decrease the number of plants to be inoculated. A second year of 
evaluation increased the gain per cycle, but did not increase the gain 
per year. The additional year of testing did not decrease the 
phenotypic variance proportionately more than increasing years in the 
denominator from 1 to 2. 
Limited testing in recurrent selection programs does not rank the 
genotypes as accurately as extensive testing over locations and years. 
As long as the favorable genes remain in the population, repeated 
recombination, testing and selection in later cycles may overcome the 
effects of limited testing. For a complex trait such as yield, even a 
moderate selection intensity of 2056 following one year of yield testing 
could fail to retain the best lines in a population (Luedders et al., 
1973; Baihaki et al., 1976; Garland and Fehr, 1981). An additional 
season of yield testing may increase the gain from selection by more 
effectively identifying progeny with desirable alleles. 
Intermating of Selected Parents 
The intermating phase synthesizes the population for the next cycle 
of selection. The selected parents should be represented as equally as 
possible in the new population. Crossing procedures used include 
dial lei mating, chain crossing, bulk entry method, and bulk planting 
method (Hallauer and Miranda, 1981). 
The success of a plant breeding effort depends on effective 
recombination, therefore intermating procedures should maximize the 
opportunity for it to occur. In most recurrent selection programs, only 
one generation of intermating is used between cycles of selection. 
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Additional generations of intermating before selection would provide 
increased opportunity for recombination. Possible advantages of more 
than one generation of intermating are multiple parent representation in 
the evaluated progeny, increased frequency of favorable recombinants due 
to rapid breakdown of tight linkages, reduction of linkage 
disequilibrium caused by selection, and possible increase in genetic 
variance. However, if additional generations of interna ting lengthen a 
cycle, the gain per year may be reduced. 
Hill and Robertson (1966) found that linkage between two loci of 
equal effect reduced the total potential advance from selection. The 
greatest reduction occurred when the probability of fixation was 0.7 to 
0.8 for both loci. Latter (1955) determined that the total response in 
a selection program is progressively reduced as the degree of linkage is 
intensified. He estimated that linkage had its largest effect when the 
total response due to unlinked loci was reduced to 60 to 70% of the 
maximum by small population size. The effect of tight linkages (genes 
separated by 10 map units or less) seemed to be most important relative 
to the reduction in gain due to finite population size. 
Selection leads to genetic disequilibrium among genes affecting the 
trait of interest. One generation of random mating will eliminate 
disequilibrium among independent loci, but the reduction in 
disequilibrium for linked loci depends on the tightness of the linkage 
(Robertson, 1977). Felsenstein (1965) determined that selection will 
tend to increase the frequency of repulsion linkages. If linkage 
disequilibrium is equal to or less than zero, tight linkages will reduce 
the response to selection. However, the reduction in response will not 
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appear in the early generations (Latter, 1956; Robertson, 1977). 
Additional generations of intemating may increase genetic 
variance, thereby increasing giin from selection. In populations in 
which repulsion-phase linkages predominate, random interna ting will 
increase the frequency of extreme types, which will increase genetic 
variance. If coupling-phase linkages predominate, random intermating 
will decrease the frequency of extreme types which will lead to 
decreased genetic variance (Miller and Rawlings, 19b7b; Baker, 1968; 
Meredith and Bridge, 1971). 
Most research concerned with the use of intermating before 
selection to enhance recombination has concentrated on the use of 
intermating among progeny of crosses between two homozygous parents. 
Theoretical and computer simulation studies have evaluated the effect of 
intermating on the breakup of linkage blocks (Hanson, 1959)» genotypic 
frequency (Baker, 1968; Pederson, 1974; Bos, 1977), response to 
selection (Baker, 1968; Bos, 1977; and Pederson, 1974J and genetic 
variance (Hanson and Hayman, 1963; Baker, 1968; Pederson, 1974). In 
general, these studies have assumed a completely additive gene model and 
have derived populations in which 50$ of the favorable alleles came from 
each parent. 
Hanson (1959) calculated the expected average length of a 
parental chromosome segment for increasing numbers of intermating 
generations before selfing. He concluded that a breeding program should 
include at least one and preferably three to four generations of 
intermating, and at least four parents should be used to synthesize the 
intermating population. The inclusion of four parents increased the 
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genetic potential of the population and reduced the average block lengta 
more than the same amount of interna ting in a single-cross population. 
Additional generations of interna ting before selection would be of 
value if the opportunity for recovery of favorable recombinants in 
subsequent generations was significantly increased. Bos (1977) used 
computer simulation to compare the effect of interna ting and selfing ?£ 
individuals on the genotypic frequency of subsequent generations. The 
simulation was performed for a two-locus model in repulsion linkage, 
with the probability of recombination ranging from 0.5 to 0.0059. No 
differences were found between intermating and selfing for independent 
loci. For linked loci, the effect of intermating depended on whether or 
not selection was done among Fg individuals. With or without selection, 
the frequency of favorable homozygotes was higher in the F^  generation 
than in the generation following the intermating of F2 individuals. A 
higher frequency of heterozygotes was found in the internated 
population. If selection was not applied in the F2 generation, a 
population of inbred lines derived from an interna ted population will 
have up to 25% more favorable homozygotes than a population derived from 
selfing (Baker, 1968; Bos, 1977; Stam, 1977). The advantage was maximum 
with the tightest linkages and decreased as linkage became less tight. 
If selection can be performed in the F2 generation, the advantage of 
intermating to obtain a higher frequency of favorable homozygous lines 
was eliminated (Bos, 1977). The 25% increase in favorable homozygotes 
of the intermated population was equivalent to approximately 2% of the 
total lines in the population. 
Baker 11968) used computer simulation to compare the mean and 
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variance of an ?£ population before and after random mating 30 pairs of 
F2 individuals. The inbred parents of the Fg population differed for 
the favorable allele at nine loci along the length of a chromosome 
segment. The mean of the population was not changed by interna ting but 
the genetic variance was increased. The increase in variance was 
smaller as the linkages got tighter. In all cases examined, the mean 
genetic value of the top 10$ of the interna ted population was greater 
than the top 10% of the F2 population. The variance of the top 10% of 
the lines was increased only for 0.2 and 0.3 recombination values and 
not for the tighter linkage with recombination value 0.1. Baker 
estimated that one generation of intermating increased the effectiveness 
of selection by 18.8/6 for the 0.2 recombination value. For the 0.1 
recombination value, intermating produced a smaller increase in the 
frequency of desirable homozygotes and a larger increase in 
heterozygotes than the 0.2 and 0.3 recombination values. Baker 
suggested that a recurrent selection program be initiated following 
intermating to take advantage of the potential in the interna ted 
population. 
Pederson (1974) found that selection was more effective than 
intermating, on the average, for increasing the relative frequency of 
desirable homozygotes for an eight-locus computer model. The study 
compared homozygous lines derived by repeated selfing following 0, 1, or 
2 generations of intermating in the Eg with lines derived by selfing 
following selection among Fg-derived lines in the F^ . Eight gene 
arrangements were included in the study, in each arrangement, the 
linked loci were distributed on one, two, or three chromosomes. In five 
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of the eight gene combinations studied, intermating sind selection were 
equally effective in deriving nomozygous individuals. In three of the 
eight cases, selection was superior to intermating because the frequency 
of desirable homozygotes was decreased by intermating. Heritability 
values for the simulation were 20j6 and 50% and selection intensities 
were 50/S and 80$. 
Pederson (1974) also used computer simulation to examine 
the genetic variance among homozygous lines derived from internated 
populations. The populations underwent 0, 1, and 2 generations of 
intermating initiated in the F2 generation. Pederson found that the 
results of intermating could be affected by whether linkage was mostly 
in coupling or repulsion phase in the parents and by the location in the 
genome of the genes affecting a trait. He concluded that intermating 
will always be of benefit for characters controlled by loci on a short 
chromosome segment; and on the average it will be of benefit to 
characters controlled by loci situated on two or more short chromosome 
segments, although specific arrangements could result in reduced genetic 
variance (predominantly coupling phase in parents). Intermating would 
be of doubtful value for a character controlled by loci spread over 
three or more chromosome segments. 
Hanson and Hayman (1963) derived the genetic variance of an 
intermated population relative to the genetic variance at linkage 
equilibrium. The variance following intermating increased or decreased 
depending on the number of segregating loci and the proportion of 
favorable alleles in the better parent. Their results were averaged 
over all possible gene arrangements. They concluded that in general. 
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intermating would decrease genetic variability, except in situations in 
which both parents contain approximately 30% of the desirable loci. The 
increase in genetic variability, when observed, seemed to be small. A 
decrease in genetic variability would reduce immediate gain from 
selection. 
Stam (1977) showed that the benefit of interna ting relative to 
selfing is smallest in the early generations, regardless of the number 
of loci and the linkage relationship of the parents. This is because 
the degree of heterozygosity is still relatively high with selfing in 
the early generations. A single intermating in the generation was 
estimated to be Q5% as effective as three consecutive generations of 
intermating in the Fg through F^  generations. In later generations, 
when heterozygosity had been reduced by selfing, the benefit of 
intermating was increased. 
Empirical studies have presented conflicting conclusions about the 
value of additional generations of intermating before selection. 
Studies have been reported in cotton (Meredith and Bridge, 1971; Miller 
and Rawlings, 1967b), Phaseolus (Wall, 1970), and wheat (Altman and 
Busch, 1984; Yunus and Paroda, 1982; Verma et al., 1979). 
Miller and Rawlings (1967b) reported the results of six generations 
of 50% outcrossing and 50% selfing beginning in the F2 generation of a 
single cross between two inbred cotton lines. The F^  generation was 
compared with sel fed seed from the last generation of intermating for 
seven traits. Mean yield increased and changes in correlated cnaracters 
were found in the direction expected. For six traits in which coupling 
would be expected, genotypic variance decreased. Genetic variance 
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increased for fiber length, a trait for which repulsion linkages were 
thought to predominate. The correlation between fiber strength and 
yield was decreased from -0.59 to -0.35. Estimated expected gains 
favored the intermated population as a source for further selection. 
Meredith and Bridge (1971) used two generations of random 
intermating in the Fj generation of a cotton single cross to reduce the 
negative relationship between yield and fiber strength. Comparison of 
the progeny with the intermated population indicated a small decrease 
for mean yield, but not for fiber strength. A small reduction in the 
genetic variance was observed only for lint yield. The genotypic 
correlation between lint yield and fiber strength was reduced from -0.54 
to -0.38. 
The negative association between lint yield and fiber strength in 
upland cotton has been attributed to linkage (Miller and Rawlings, 
1967b; Meredith and Bridge, 1971). Since 1946, the transfer of fiber 
strength genes from Gossypium arboreum L. and thurberi Tod. to G. 
hirsutum L. has been pursued (Gulp et al., 1979; Gulp and Karrell, 
1974). Attempts to use random intermating before selection in two large 
germplasm pools were unsuccessful in producing selections which were 
desirable for lint yield and fiber strength (Gulp and Harrell, 1973). 
The first population was initiated in 1956 using the progeny from 
crosses of extra-long staple lines. The second population was initiated 
in 1966 with medium staple lines with strong fibers and with commercial 
cultivars. Over 2,000 crosses were made each year for 4 years in the 
1956 population and for 3 years in the 1966 population. From each 
cycle, 10,000 F2 plants were extracted for evaluation and line 
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development. None of the selections made from these populations 
exceeded the check cultivars or the best experimental lines from 
pedigree selection. The authors concluded that a narrow germplasm pool 
coupled with selection in larger populations may have been more 
successful. 
Gulp et al. (1979) reported that the linkage controlling the 
negative association between lint yield and fiber strength had been 
broken in a breeding program utilizing modified intermating and 
selection. The program was initiated in 1946 using germplasm sources 
from three geographic regions (Gulp and Harrell, 1974)« The modified 
intermating involved outcrosses or backcrosses before or after 
selection. The correlation coefficient was changed from a highly 
significant -0.93 to 0.45. 
Wall (1970) compared three backcross mating systems for 
introgression of hypogeal germination from Phaseolus coccineus into 
epigeal P. vulgaris. The backcross mating systems compared transfer 
through male gametes, female gametes, and the female gametes with random 
sib-mating between generations. Backcrossing with sib mating seemed to 
permit the most gene flow between species and did not seriously reduce 
fertility. 
Changes in correlations (Yunus and Paroda, 1982; Verma et al., 
1979) and character means (Verma et al., 1979) in response to one 
generation of random mating in wheat single crosses have been reported. 
Both studies used biparental ma tings among random F2 plants to form the 
intermated population. Changes in correlations were specific for each 
cross. Yunus and Paroda (1982) reported that 15 correlations present in 
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the Fj generation were reduced to non-significance following interna ting 
in one cross, although no changes in genetic variance were observed in 
the intermated population. Verma et al. (1979) reported a 22.6% yield 
advantage for the intermated population over the F2 population. 
Altman and Busch (1984) evaluated three cycles of random 
intermating without selection in the progeny of three adapted single 
crosses in spring wheat. Each cycle of intermating was completed in the 
greenhouse using a dominant male-sterile gene. Fertile F^  plants were 
used to produce F2-derived lines (IQ lines) and 10 fertile and 10 
sterile plants were randomly mated, forming the first cycle of 
intermating, I-]. Fertile plants from cycle 1-] were selfed to obtain F2-
derived lines and 10 sterile and 10 fertile plants were random mated to 
form the next cycle, I2. F^ -derived lines were obtained from the I2, 
and cycles in a similar manner. The effects of three cycles of 
intermating were determined for each cross by evaluating 30 random F2-
derived lines and a bulK of 75 F2-derived lines for each I-level. The 
yield differences were small among the I—levels. The maximum deviation 
from the IQ or mean was 5% in population 1, 7% in population 2, and 
3% in population 3. Yield did not increase with I level, except for Ij 
in population 2. The range of line means for yield indicated that the 
l2> I3» and cycles did not have higher yielding lines than the base 
populations, although the mean of the top 20$ of lines was highest for 
in populations 1 and 2. Genetic variance showed unidirectional 
changes for only 2 of the 18 traits examined in the three populations. 
The populations differed in response to intermating as determined by 
changes in correlations among traits. The negative correlation between 
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grain protein percentage and yield was reduced in population 2 but 
increased in population 1. The authors concluded that "random 
interna ting within single cross populations resulted in insufficient 
useful recombination to justify its use as a primary breeding procedure 
prior to selection." 
The use of more than one generation of intermating does not in 
itself provide the opportunity for the formation of unique gene 
combinations, but instead may accelerate the breakup of tight repulsion 
linkages and the formation of new gene combinations. However, if 
coupling and repulsion linkages are equally likely, intermating could 
lead also to the disruption of favorable gene complexes (Pederson, 
1974). Baker (1984) suggested that chromosome reassortment may be 
sufficient for short term response. 
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EAIERIALS MD METHODS 
Strategies of Recurrent Selection 
Four strategies of recurrent selection were initiated in the AP6 
soybean population. The strategies involved a factorial arrangement of 
one or three generations of interna ting and one or two stages of yield 
evaluation before selection of the parents of the next cycle (Table 1). 
The strategy designation that will be used hereinafter identifies the 
number of stages of yield testing and generations of intermating used in 
each population. A 1ST indicates a strategy which used one stage of 
yield testing and 2ST indicates a strategy which used two stages of 
yield testing. A strategy using one intermating generation between 
cycles of selection is identified as 1IG and a strategy using three 
intermating generations is identified as 3IG. 
The AP6 soybean population was formed by three generations of 
intermating (Fehr and Ortiz, 1975b). Forty high-yielding cultivars and 
experimental lines of Maturity Groups 0 to IV were selected as the 
original parents of AP6 (Table 2). The first generation of intermating 
was conducted using a partial dial lei in which each of the 40 parents 
were crossed to five other cycle 0 parents (Figure 1 ). The 100 
populations from the partial diallel were advanced to the Fj generation 
using single-seed descent. The second intermating involved crossing 
each population to 16 other populations and bulking equal quantities of 
hybrid seed from each cross. The third intermating was completed by 
making plant-to-plant crosses. The hybrid seed from the third 
intermating were bulked to form the AP6 cycle 0 population. 
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Table 1. Summary of the four strategies of recurrent selection used 
in the AP6 soybean population 
Number Generations Years 
Strategy of yield of per 
tests intermating cycle 
1ST-1IG 1 1 2 
1ST-5IG 1 3 3 
2ST-1IG 2 1 3 
2ST-3IG 2 3 4 
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L65-I342 I 111. AES and USDA 
L66L-I44 III rt 
L66L-137 III 1! 
L66L-1359 IV ft 
SL12 III 11 
Williams 82 III rr 
Woodworth III It 
IVR Ex212 III Improved Variety Research, 
IVR Ex1501 I tl 
IVR £x4311 III tt 
IVR Ex4426 III II 
IVR EX4428 III II 
IVR EX4731 III 11 
IVR Ex5003 I It 
Amsoy 71 II Indiana AES and USDA 
Beeson II tl 
Bonus IV II 
CI 453 I II 
Calland III It 
Cutler 71 IV tt 
Wells II ft 
CI 483 IV tt 
Corsoy II Iowa AES and USDA 
Hark I II 
Rampage I tt 
Wirth I ft 
Md 62-3223 IV Md. AES and USDA 
Md 66-1258 IV II 
Wye IV tl 
Anoka I Minn. AES and USDA 
Evans 0 It 
Hodgson I tl 
M59-120 II It 
MBO-92 0 It 
M62-177 0 It 
MÔ2-263 I It 
M62-275 I It 
Steele I tt 
Swift 0 It 
Dunn I wis. AES and USDA 
A^ES = Agricultural Experiment Station; USDA = United States 
Department of Agriculture. 
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40 parents of Maturity Groups 0 - IV 
First intermating: partial diallel 








Bulk hybrid seed 
AP6 cycle 0 Base population 
of CB-2ST-1IG: 
30 single crosses 
Figure 1. Summary of the intermating steps used to synthesize the APo 
cycle 0 population and the base population for CB-2ST-1IG 
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A fifth strategy, designated CB-2ST-1IG, was initiated in a base 
population formed from thirty single-crosses of the first intermating 
generation of AP6 (Figure 1). CB-2ST-1IG was intended to approximate a 
conventional breeding program. CB-2ST-1IG utilized a two-stage yield 
evaluation and a limited number of single-crosses in one intermating 
generation. The strategy resembled a conventional program in that 
relatively few crosses were used to generate the genetic variability, 
but differed because the population was closed to new germplasm and no 
crosses were made between superior lines from different cycles. 
Operational Phases 
An outline of one cycle of selection for each strategy is shown in 
Table 3. Three seasons per year, two in Puerto Rico and one in Iowa, 
were used for generation advance and crossing, but only the season in 
Iowa was used for yield evaluation. The first Puerto Rico nursery was 
planted in November and harvested in January, and the second nursery was 
planted in February and harvested in May. The length of a cycle for the 
five strategies ranged from 2 years for 1ST-1IG to 4 years for 2ST-5IG. 
The other strategies had cycle lengths of 3 years (Table 3). 
Intermating 
A dial lei mating without selfs or reciprocals was used to complete 
the single intermating generation for 1ST-1IG and 2ST-1IG (Table 4)-
The single intermating generation of CB-2ST-1IG involved crossing each 
parent to two other parents (Table 4). For 1ST-3IG and 2ST-3IG, the 
first intermating generation was a dial lei mating without selfs and 
reciprocals (Table 4)» In the second intermating generation, each 
Table Outline of one oycle of selection for each strategy evaluated in the study 
Strategy 
Year Location 1ST-1IG 1ST-3IG 2ST-1IG 2ST-31G CB-2ST-3IG 
1 Puerto Rico 
Puerto Rico 
Iowa 




































®1ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = One intermating 
generation; )IG = Three interraating generations; CB = Conventional breeding strategy. 
j5 
Table 4* Summary of the interna ting strategies 
Internating strategy^  
Generation 1IG CB-2ST-1IG 3IG 
1 Diallel Single-crosses Diallel 
p(p-1)/2 
crosses" 










I^IG = One interna ting generation; j)IG = Three intermating 
generations; CB-2SX-1IG = Conventional breeding strategy with 
two-stage yield testing (2ST) and one intermating generation (.1IG). 
= the number of parents of each cycle. 
A^pproximate number of crosses. 
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population was crossed to two other populations and the hybrid seed was 
bulked. Random plant-to-plant crosses were used for the third 
interna ting. 
Derivation of progeny for evaluation 
The progeny derived from strategies using one or three generations 
of intermating were inbred to the same degree so that differences among 
strategies would not be due to the progeny evaluated. The genotypic 
ratio in the SQ population following three generations of intermating 
most closely approximates those of an population derived from a cross 
between two homozygous lines. Two generations of selfing were used 
following the or SQ generation before progeny evaluation. F^ -derived 
lines were evaluated in 1IG strategies and and Sg^ derived lines were 
evaluated in the 5IG strategies. 
Yield evaluation 
In all strategies, the first yield evaluation was conducted in hill 
p l o t s  ( T a b l e  5 ) .  T w e l v e  s e e d s  w e r e  p l a n t e d  i n  h i l l s  s p a c e d  1 x 1 m .  
The hill plots were grown in two replications of a randomized complete 
block design at two locations. Any plot with fewer than three plants 
was considered missing and seed of a check cultivar was planted in its 
place. Maturity was recorded at one location as the date when 95% of 
the pods had reached their mature color. The harvested seed was dried 
at 38°C for 2 days before weighing. Linear and quadratic regressions of 
yield on maturity were used to adjust the yield of the lines before 
selection. After yield evaluation in hill plots, the parents of the 
next cycle were selected for 1ST-1IG and 1ST-3IG. Thirty percent of the 
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Table 5. Summary of the two yield evaluation strategies 
Yield evaluation strategy^  
Year 1ST 2ST 
1 Hill plots Hill plots 
2 locations 2 locations 
2 rep/loc^  2 rep/loc 
Select 10 parents Select ^ 0% for 
of next cycle second yield 
from each test 
maturity group 
2 2-row plots 
3 locations 
2 rep/loc 
Select 10 parents 
of next cycle 
from each 
maturity group 
®1ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield 
test. 
R^eplications per location. 
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lines were selected for a second yield test in 2ST-1IG, 2ST-3IG, and CB-
2ST-1IG. 
For the strategies with a two-stage yield test, the second year of 
yield evaluation was in row plots. The lines were evaluated at three 
locations of a randomized complete block design with three replications 
per location. The plots consisted of two rows, 4*6 m in length, 
with 68 cm between rows within a plot and 1 m between plots. The 
seeding rate was 26 seeds m"''. The plots were trimmed to 3.1 m at 
maturity and both rows were harvested for yield evaluation. Maturity 
data were recorded at one location. Harvested seed was dried and the 
yield was adjusted for maturity by linear and quadratic regression. 
Yield data from the first year were not used in selecting the parents of 
the next cycle for 2ST-1IG, 2ST-3IG, and CB-2ST-1IG. Pedigrees were 
consulted before selection of parents for all the 1IG strategies to 
assure that as many parents of the previous cycle as possible were 
represented in the selected lines. 
Implementation of the Recurrent Selection Strategies 
To initiate the four selection strategies in AP5 (Table l), 300 S^ -
derived lines were obtained from cycle 0 using a version of single-seed 
descent in which the progeny of each SQ are kept separate during the 
inbreeding process (Fehr, 1978). The procedure involved harvesting seed 
from 300 SQ plants and planting a progeny row the following season. SQ-
derived lines were maintained by harvesting 12 seeds from each progeny 
row and planting the seeds the following season. In the S^  generation, 
one plant was harvested from each Sg-derived line. 
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The 500 S^ -derived lines in were evaluated for yield in 
three sets of 100 lines in hill plots at Ames and Stuart, Iowa in 1974 
(Figure 2). Check cultivars were used to divide the 300 lines equally 
into early, midseason, and late maturity classes and to adjust for yield 
differences among sets. The 10 highest-yielding lines of each 
maturity class were selected as cycle 1 parents for the strategies which 
utilized one-stage yield evaluation (1ST). 
Eighty-nine of the S^ -derived lines tested in hill plots were 
selected for high yield and were evaluated a second year in row plots 
(Figure 2). In 1975» the lines were tested in the area to which they 
were best adapted. Thirty-one early maturity lines were tested at Ames, 
Spencer, and Kanawha; thirty-one midseason lines were tested at Ames, 
Stuart, and Clarence; and twenty-seven late maturity lines were tested 
at Stuart, Ottumwa, and Silver City. Each set of entries was grown in 
two replications at each of the three locations. Following the second 
yield test, the 10 highest-yielding lines from each maturity group were 
selected as cycle 1 parents of strategies utilizing two-stags yield 
evaluation (2ST). 
To initiate the CB-2ST-1IG strategy, 10 F^ -derived lines were 
obtained by single-seed descent from each of the original 30 single-
crosses (Figure 1). The F^  seeds were planted in Puerto Rico in 
November 1971. The F2 population for each cross was grown in a second 
Puerto Rico season. The populations were advanced to the F^  generation 
by harvesting one seed from each plant in a population, bulking the 
harvested seed, and planting the bulKed seed the following season. The 
Fj bulks were planted at Ames during the summer of 1972 and the F^  bulks 
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Year AP6 cycle 0 
Yield test 
300 lines 









89 Sj.g lines 
V 
Yield test 
90 ^ 4:6 lines 




30 cycle 1 
parents 
CB-2ST-1IG 
Figure 2. Procedure followed to select the cycle 1 parents of each 
strategy 
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were grown in Puerto Rico in the fall of 1972. At harvest, 50 plants 
were harvested from each cross. The seed harvested from the plants 
were used to plant hill plots for yield evaluation in Iowa. 
The 300 F^ .^  lines were evaluated in hill plots in 2 replications 
at both Ames and Stuart in 1973 (Figure 2). The highest-yielding three 
lines of each cross were selected for evaluation a second year in row 
plots. In 1974, the lines were evaluated in the area to which they were 
best adapted. Thirty early maturity lines were evaluated at Spencer, 
Kanawha, and Ames; 30 midseason maturity lines were evaluated at Sloan, 
Stuart, and Ames; and 30 late maturing lines were evaluated at Stuart, 
Ottumwa, and Silver City. Following the second yield evaluation, the 10 
highest-yielding lines of each maturity were selected as parents of 
cycle 1 for CB-2ST-1IG. 
The cycle 1 parents of each strategy were sent to Puerto Rico 
immediately after selection. The 30 parents were intermated to form a 
cycle 1 population. Beginning with the cycle 1 population, visual 
evaluation was incorporated into the first yield test. Six-hundred 
lines were grown in hill plots and half of the lines were harvested 
based on uniformity of maturity and agronomic desirability. 
Following the evaluation of the cycle 1 populations, each of the 
five strategies was subdivided into three separate populations based on 
maturity. The 10 early, 10 midseason, and 10 late cycle 2 parents were 
intermated to form separate subpopulations, which were naintained in all 
subsequent cycles (Figure Jj). Only lines with the appropriate maturity 
were evaluated in each population, and lines produced in one 
sub population were not tested with lines produced in another. The 
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AP6 cycle 0 
or 
CB-2ST-1IG cycle 0 
V 
30 parents of cycle 1 populations 
10 early 10 mid- 10 late 
season 
V 
Cycle 1 population 
Parents of cycle 2 




Early Mid- Late 
season 
Figure 3- Summary of the derivation of separate subpopulations for the 
five strategies of selection 
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division into three subpopulations was made for two reasons: the 
difficulty involved in harvesting hill plots of broad maturity and 
because the locations used for the first yield evaluation were locations 
for which the midseason maturity lines would be well adapted, but were 
not ideal for late and early maturing lines. 
1ST-1IG and 1ST-jIG strategies 
The 30 cycle 1 parents of 1ST-1IG and 1SÏ-3IG were planted in 
Puerto Rico in November 1974- The parents were crossed in a thirty-
parent dial lei without reciprocals and selfs, completing the intermating 
phase for 1ST-1IG and the first intermating generation for 1ST-3IG. The 
three hybrid seeds obtained for each cross were harvested, and the 43i) 
F-] populations were planted in Puerto Rico the following season. The 
populations were used to derive the 1ST-1IG cycle 1 progeny for 
evaluation and to complete a second generation of intermating for 1ST-
3IG. 
1ST-3IG To complete the second generation of intermating in 
1ST-3IG, the 435 populations from the first intermating were 
randomized and planted in the second Puerto Rico nursery season in 1973. 
Chain crosses were made in which each population was used once as a male 
and once as a female. Hybrid seed was obtained for 306 of the possible 
435 crosses. An equal number of hybrid seeds from each cross were 
bulked and 600 hybrid seeds were planted during June in Puerto Rico. For 
the third intermating generation, random plant-to-plant crosses were 
made to produce 350 hybrid pods. The hybrid seed was bulked and planted 
during November in Puerto Rico to begin derivation of progeny for 
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evaluation. 
In January 1976, 525 Sg plants were harvested. Twelve seeds of 325 
SQ.^  lines were planted in March in Puerto Rico. From each Sg-derived 
line, 24 seeds were harvested. Twelve seeds per Sq.2 line were planted 
in Puerto Rico in June. Two S2 plants with at least 48 seeds were 
harvested individually from each Sg-derived line to provide seed for 
yield testing. 
Two S2;^  lines for each of 500 Sq families were evaluated in hill 
plots in 1977 at Ames and Stuart. The 82.^  lines from the same Sq 
family were planted in adjacent plots in each replication. One Sg.j was 
harvested from eacii Sg family based on uniformity of maturity and 
agronomic desirability. If no aifferences were found between the lines, 
the harvested line was picked at random. The lines were divided into 
early, midseason and late maturity classes and the 10 highest-yielding 
lines of each maturity were selected as cycle 2 parents of 1ST-3IG. 
The cycle 2 parents of each maturity class were used to initiate 
three maturity subpopulations. The 10 parents of each maturity class 
were planted in November 1977 and mated in separate dial lei crosses to 
begin the intermating phase to synthesize the cycle 2 population. Four 
hybrid seeds were obtained for each of the 45 crosses in each maturity 
subpopulation. The 45 F-| populations were planted at Ames in June 1978, 
and each F^  population was crossed to two other populations, obtaining 
four hybrid seeds per cross. Equal numbers of hybrid seed from each of 
the 45 crosses were bulked and the composite was planted in Puerto Rico 
in November for the third intermating generation. Random plant-to-plant 
crosses were made to obtain approximately 120 seeds, completing the 
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intermating phase. 
Following the third generation of intermating, 106 SQ plants were 
grown for each subpopulation in Puerto Rico in January 1979. The Sg 
plants were harvested individually. Twenty-five seeds were planted 
in a single row the following season in Iowa for each SQ family. For 
each subpopulation, 230 plants of the appropriate maturity were 
harvested individually and sent to Puerto Rico for generation advance. 
Eight seeds were planted for each line and later thinned to 4 plants. 
One Sg plant with at least 48 seeds was harvested from each line to 
provide seed for the yield evaluation. 
The Sg-derived lines were evaluated for yield in hill plots in 
1980. In each maturity class, 210 lines were evaluated in two sets of 
105 entries and 5 check cultivars. The early subpopulation was 
evaluated at Ames and Corwith, the midseason subpopulation at Ames and 
Stuart, and the late subpopulation at Stuart and Ottumwa. Half of the 
lines were harvested based on uniformity of maturity and agronomic 
desirability. The 10 highest-yielding lines were selected as parents of 
cycle 3. Three cycles of selection were completed in 1ST-3IG when my 
study was initiated. 
1ST-1IG F^ -derived lines were obtained by single-seed descent 
from the dial lei cross among cycle 1 parents for the 1ST-1IG strategy. 
Only the j06 F^  populations that were used in the second intermating 
generation of 1ST-31G were advanced. Twelve Fg seeds were harvested 
from each F^  plant and bulked. The F2 population was planted in Puerto 
Rico in June 1975 and 24 F^  seeds were harvested from each population. 
In September, 12 Fj seeds were planted and 24 F^  seeds were harvested 
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from each population. Twelve seeds were planted in a hill in Puerto 
Rico in December. The hills were thinned to 4 plants and two random 
plants were harvested from each of the 306 crosses to provide seed for 
yield testing. 
The two randomly selected F^ -derived lines from the same F2 family 
were planted in adjacent hill plots in each replication at Ames and 
Stuart in 1976. One line of each pair was harvested for yield 
evaluation based on uniformity of maturily and agronomic desirability. 
One random line was harvested if no differences between lines could be 
determined. The lines were divided into early, midseason and late 
maturity classes. The 10 highest-yielding lines of each maturity were 
selected as the cycle 2 parents of 1ST-1IG. 
Early, midseason, and late maturity subpopulations were formed for 
the third cycle of selection. The 10 cycle 2 parents for each maturity 
group were planted in Puerto Rico in November 1976. The parents were 
mated in a diallei, obtaining four hybrid seeds for the 45 crosses in 
each maturity class. The F-j seed was planted in Puerto Rico curing 
February 1977 and seed was harvested separately for each cross. 
Twenty-five F2 seeds were planted for each cross in Iowa in the following 
summer. A total of 230 F2 plants of the appropriate maturity were 
harvested for each subpopulation. Eight seeds from each harvested £'2 
plant were planted in Puerto Rico in November. Two seeds were harvested 
from each F^  plant and bulked to advance the line. Eight seeds of each 
F2.^  line were planted, and each line was thinned to four plants. One 
F^  plant with at least 48 seeds was harvested from each of the 230 ^ 214 
lines. The seed was used to plant hill plots for yield evaluation. 
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The F^ -derived lines were evaluated for yield in hill plots in 
1978. In each maturity class, 210 lines were evaluated in two sets of 
105 entries 2uid 5 check cultivars. The early subpopulation was 
evaluated at Ames and Corwith, the midseason subpopulation at Ames and 
Stuart, and the late subpopulation at Stuart and Ottumwa. Half of the 
lines were harvested based on uniformity of maturity and agronomic 
desirability. Ten F^ -derived lines were selected as the parents of 
cycle 3 for each maturity class. 
Two additional cycles of selection were completed for 1ST-1IG using 
the same procedures as for the third cycle of selection. The fourth 
cycle was completed in 1980 and the fifth cycle was completed in 1982. 
2ST-1IG and 2ST-5IG 
The intermating procedure for the 30 cycle 1 parents of 2ST-1IG and 
2ST-3IG was identical to the procedure used for the 30 parents of the 
methods which used one stage of yield evaluation (Figure 2). 
Intermating was delayed one season due to unfavorable weather for 
hybridization; therefore, the parents were interna ted in January 1976. 
The 30 parents were intermated in a dial lei without reciprocals to 
complete the single intermating generation for 2ST-1IG and tne first 
intermating of 2ST-3IG. The 262 successful crosses out of the 435 
possible crosses from the dial lei were grown in Puerto Rico in day for 
the purpose of deriving progeny for evaluation in 2ST-1IG and to 
complete the second generation of intermating in 2ST-3IG. 
2ST-3IG The 262 F-] populations obtained in the dial lei were 
planted in Puerto Rico in May 1976 to conduct the second generation of 
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intermating. Chain crossing was used to mate each population to two 
others, using each population once as a male and once as a female. At 
least two hybrid seeds were obtained for each of 260 crosses. Equal 
amounts of hybrid seed were bulked from each population cross and 
planted in January 1977 for the third generation of intermating. The 
intermating phase was completed by making 350 plant-to-plant crosses and 
bulking the hybrid seed. 
A total of 520 SQ seeds were grown at Ames in 1977. Twelve seeds 
were harvested from each Sq plant and sent to Puerto Rico for generation 
advance. The 12 3G.-| seeds were planted in a row. Sixteen seeds were 
harvested from each row in February 1978. The following season, eight 
Sq.2 seeds were planted in a single hill at Ames. At maturity, two 
plants with at least 48 seeds were harvested per hill. Each plant was 
threshed individually and the seed saved for yield testing the 
following year. 
In 1979, a total of 512 82»^ lines were yield tested at Ames and 
Stuart in hill plots. The lines were tested in six sets of 102 entries 
and 8 check cultivars, with two replications per location. The two 82.^  
lines tracing to the same SQ plant were planted in adjacent hills in 
each replication. One line from each pair was harvested based on 
uniformity of maturity and agronomic desirability. If the lines did not 
differ, one of them was harvested at random. The harvested lines were 
divided into early, midseason, and late maturi-ty groups using check 
cultivars. The highest-yielding jO lines of each maturity were selected 
for a second year of yield testing in row plots. 
In 1980, the 90 lines were yield tested in row plots. The 30 
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early, 30 midseason, and 30 late maturity lines were evaluated in the 
area to which they were best adapted. The early lines were tested at 
Ames, Corwith, and Knierim; the midseason lines at Ames, 
Marshall town, and Stuart; and the late lines at Ames, Stuart, and 
Ottumwa. The 10 highest-yielding lines of each maturity were 
selected as parents of cycle 2. Two cycles of selection were 
completed in the 2ST-3IG strategy at the time my study was initiated. 
2ST-1IG To derive cycle 1 progeny for evaluation, a total of 
350 F-j plants were harvested from the the 262 F-j populations produced by 
the dial lei among cycle 1 parents. The 350 F-j families were advanced to 
the F^  generation in two subsequent seasons in Puerto Rico by harvesting 
16 seeds from each family and planting eight of the seeds the following 
season. The F^  generation was planted in Puerto Rico in February 1977. 
Two random F^  plants were harvested from 300 F-| families to provide seed 
for the yield evaluation the following season. 
The F^ .- lines did not reach Iowa in time to be tested in 1977, so 
the material was first yield tested in hill plots at Ames and Stuart in 
1978. The two F^ -derived lines from the same F^  family were grown in 
adjacent hill plots in each replication. Six sets of 102 entries and 8 
check cultivars were evaluated. One of the F^ -derived lines from each 
F-| family was selected for harvest based on uniformity of maturity and 
agronomic desirability. If both lines from an F^  family were 
acceptable, the harvested line was selected at random. The harvested 
lines were assigned to early, midseason, and late maturity classes based 
on comparison with check cultivars. The 30 highest-yielding lines of 
each maturity were selected for a second year of yield testing. 
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In 1979, the 30 lines for each maturity class were evaluated in row 
plots in the area to which they were best adapted. The early lines 
were yield tested at Ames, Corwith, and Knierim; the midseason lines 
at Ames, Marshall town, and Stuart; and the late lines at Ames, 
Stuart, and Ottumwa. Following the second year of yield evaluation, 
the 10 highest-yielding lines of each maturity were selected as cycle 
2 parents of 2ST-1IG. 
Early, midseason, and late maturity sub populations were formed 
beginning with the cycle 2 population. The 10 lines selected as the 
parents of cycle 2 for each maturity class were planted in Puerto Rico 
in November 1979. The parents for each maturity class were mated in a 
separate dial lei, obtaining four hybrid seeds per cross. The î-j seed 
was planted in Puerto Rico in February 1980, and seed was harvested 
separately for each cross. Twelve F2 seeds were planted for each cross 
at Ames the following summer. A total of 230 plants of the 
appropriate maturity were harvested for each subpopulation. Eight 
seeds from each plant were planted in Puerto Rico in November. Two 
seeds were harvested from each Fj plant and bulked to advance the line. 
Eight seeds of each ^ 2:4 were planted in Puerto Rico in January 
1981. Each line was thinned to four plants. One F^  plant with at least 
48 seeds was harvested from each Fg.^  line. The seed was used to plant 
hill plots for yield evaluation. 
The F^ -derived lines were evaluated for yield in hill plots in 
1981. In each maturity class, 210 lines were evaluated in two sets of 
105 entries and 5 check cultivars. The early lines were evaluates at 
Ames and Corwith, the midseason lines at Ames and Stuart, and the late 
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lines at Stuart and Ottumwa. Half of the lines were harvested based on 
uniformity of maturity and agronomic desirability. The jO highest-
yielding lines from each subpopulation were selected for evaluation a 
second year. 
For the second yield evaluation in 1982, the 30 lines were 
evaluated in row plots in their area of adaptation. The early 
subpopulation was tested at Ames, Corwith, and Knierim; the midseason 
subpopulation at Ames, Marshall town, and Stuart; and the late 
subpopulation at Ames, Stuart, and Ottum^ ra. Following the second year 
of yield evaluation, the 10 highest-yielding lines from each 
subpopulation were selected as cycle 3 parents of 2ST-1IG. Three cycles 
of selection were completed in 2ST-1IG at the time my study was 
initiated. 
CB-2ST-1IG The 30 cycle 1 parents selected following the second 
yield test in 1974 were planted at Ames in 1975 (Figure 2). Each parent 
was crossed to two other parents, one in the same maturity class and one 
in a different maturity class. Up to eight hybrid seeds were obtained 
for the 30 crosses. The hybrid seed of each cross was harvested 
separately and sent to Puerto Rico for generation advance. 
The F-j seed from each cross was planted in Puerto Rico in November. 
The F2 generation was delayed until August 1976 so that the CB-2ST-1IG 
strategy would be advanced and evaluated in the same environments as the 
2ST-3IG strategy. Ninety F2 plants were grown for each of the 30 
single-cross populations in Puerto Rico. From each of the 30 
populations, 15 random plants with at least 16 seeds were harvested. 
Eight seeds from each of the 450 F2 families were planted in Puerto 
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Rico in November. Sixteen seeds were harvested from each family. 
Eight seeds of each "^ 2:4 were planted in February 1977. Two F^  
plants with at least 48 seeds were harvested from each F2 family. Each 
plant was threshed individually and the seed was sent to Ames for yield 
testing. 
A delayed harvest in Puerto Rico did not permit yield testing of 
the F^ -derived lines in 1977. Six sets of 102 F^  lines and 8 check 
cultivars were evaluated for yield in 1978 at Ames and Stuart. The two 
F^ -derived lines tracing to the same F2 family were grown in adjacent 
hill plots in the two replications at each location. One line of 
appropriate maturity was harvested from each pair based on uniformity of 
maturity and agronomic desirability. The harvested lines were divided 
into early, midseason and late maturity classes. The 50 highest-
yielding lines of each maturity were selected for a second year of yield 
evaluation in row plots. 
The 30 F^ -derived lines were evaluated in 1979 in the area to 
which they were best adapted. The early lines were evaluated at Ames, 
Corwith, and Knierim; the midseason lines at Ames, Marshal Itown, and 
Stuart; and the late lines at Ames, Stuart, and Ottumwa. Following the 
second yield evaluation, the 10 highest-yielding lines of each maturity 
were selected as cycle 2 parents of CB-2ST-1IG. 
Early, midseason, and late maturity subpopulations were formed 
beginning with the cycle 2 population. The 10 selected parents for each 
maturity subpopulation were intermated by crossing each parent to two 
other parents. Four hybrid seeds were obtained for each of the 10 
crosses. The F^  seed was planted in Puerto Rico in February 1980. 
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The F2 generation for each cross was grown in Iowa. From each 
subpopulation, 230 plants of the appropriate maturity were harvested. 
The F2.5 lines were grown in the first nursery season in Puerto Rico in 
1980. Each F2-derived line was advanced by harvesting two seeds per 
plant. The ^ 2-4 were planted in February 1981 in Puerto Rico. 
One F^  plant with at least 48 seeds was harvested from each Fg-derived 
line. The seed was used to plant the first yield evaluation. 
The F^ -derived lines were evaluated for yield in hill plots in 
1981. In each maturity class, 210 lines were evaluated in two sets of 
105 entries and 5 check cultivars. The early subpopulation was 
evaluated at Ames and Cor with, the midseason subpopulation at Ames and 
Stuart, and the late subpopulation at Stuart and Ottumwa. Half of the 
lines were harvested based on uniformity of maturity and agronomic 
desirability. The 30 highest-yielding lines of each maturity were 
selected for evaluation a second year in row plots. 
For the second year of yield evaluation, the 30 lines were 
evaluated in row plots in the area to which they were best adapted. The 
early lines were evaluated at Ames, Corwith, and Knierim; the midseason 
lines at Ames, Marshall town, and Stuart; and the late lines at Ames, 
Stuart, and Ottumvra. Following the second year of yield evaluation, the 
10 highest-yielding of each maturity were selected as cycle 3 parents. 
Three cycles of selection had been completed for CB-2ST-1IG at the time 
my study was initiated. 
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Table 6. The 15 parent composites evaluated to compare the five 
strategies of selection 
Parent composites^  
1. Cycle 0 
2. 1ST-1IG / 1ST-3IG C1^  
3. 1ST-1IG C2 
4. 1ST-1IG C3 
5. 1ST-1IG C4 
6. 1ST-1IG C5 
7. 1ST-3IG C2 
8. 1ST-3IG C3 
9. 2ST-1IG / 2ST-3IG C1° 
10. 2ST-1IG C2 
11. 2ST-1IG Cj 
12. 2ST-3IG C2 
13. CB-2ST-1IG CI 
14. CB-2ST-1IG C2 
15. CB-2ST-1IG C5 
I^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = One 
interna ting generation; jIG = Three intermating generations; CI, C2, C3, 
C4, and C5 = Parents of cycles 1, 2, 3, 4» and 5» respectively; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy. 
'^ IST-IIG and 1ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
"2ST-1IG and 2ST-3IC had common cycle 1 parents. 
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color, respectively. Maturity data were recorded both years at Ames and 
Corwith for the early composites, at Ames and Marshall town for tne 
midseason composites in 1983, at Ames and Stuart for the midseason 
composites in 1984, and at Ames and Stuart in both years for the late 
composites. Plant height was measured as the average distance in 
centimeters from soil surface to the terminal node on the main stem. 
Lodging was rated on a scale of 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (all plants 
prostrate). 
Means were calculated for individual locations, years, and combined 
over years and locations. The model for the combined analysis is; 
?IJK = M + + (EK)^^ + E^J^ 
where = the observed value of the 
composite of the replicate at the 
i^  ^environment, 
m = the overall mean effect, 
Ej^  = the effect of the i^  ^environment, i = 1 
to 6, 
= the effect of the replicate in the 
i^  ^environment, j = 1 to 3, 
= the effect of the composite, k = 1 to 15, 
(EC)ij^  = the effect of the interaction between 
the i^  ^environment and the k^  ^composite, and 
®ijk - the error effect associated with the 
ijktb observation. 
The form of the analysis of variance is shown in Table 7. 
Environments were considered random effects and composites were fixed 
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Table 7. Form of the combined analysis of variance and expected mean 
squares 
Source of variation df Expected mean squares 
Environments (E) 
Replications / S 
Composites (C) 





+ 15 G#/E + 45 a| 
+ 15 o R/E 
? ? I C' 
G + 3 G QG + 18 
2 
(c-1) 
+ 3 0& 
Error 168 
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effects. The composite X environment interaction mean squares were used 
to test the significance of the main effect of composite. The 
significance of the composite X environment mean squares was tested with 
the error mean square. Response to selection was determined with 
respect to the composite of cycle 0 parents included in each maturity 
class. Genetic gain per cycle was estimated by regression of the cycle 
mean yield on cycle number. Genetic gain per year was calculated by 
dividing the gain per cycle by the number of years per cycle. 
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RESULTS 
In both 1983 and 1984, adequate moisture early in the season was 
followed by moisture stress in July and August. Although the degree of 
stress differed for each location, the analysis of variance did not 
indicate significant composite X environment interaction for yield in 
any of the maturity sets (Table 8). The presentation of the results 
will concentrate on the mean performance of the parent composites over 
years and locations. 
Significant variation was found among the composites in all 
maturity sets (Table 8). All strategies, except the 1ST strategies in 
the midseason set, increased in yield with respect to cycle 0 (Table 9). 
Strategies with at least one cycle significantly higher yielding than 
cycle 0 were all the strategies in the early set, CB-2ST-1IG in the 
midseason set, and 2ST-1IG and CB-2ST-1IG in the late set. The cycle 2 
composite of 2ST-1IG had the highest yield in the early maturity set, 
although the cycle 3 composite of 2ST-1IG and the cycle 1, 2, and 3 
composites of CB-2ST-1IG were not significantly different from it. In 
the midseason and late maturity sets, the highest yielding composites 
were the parents of cycles 2 and 3 of CB-2ST-1IG (Table 9). The yield 
of cycles 2 and 3 of CB-2ST-1IG were significantly greater than any 
other parent composites when averaged across all maturity sets (Table 
9). 
The regression coefficients estimating genetic gain per cycle and 
per year were significantly different from zero for seven populations: 
1ST-1IG and 2ST-3IG in the early set, 2ST-1IG in the early and late 
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Table 8. Combined analysis of variance for yield over six environments 
for the early, midseason, and late sets 
Mean squares^  
Source of variation df Early Midseason Late 
Environments (E) 5 100.2 585.7 539.0 
Replications / E 12 13.2 15.6 6.0 
Composites (C) 14 30.3** 21.7** 11.8' 
C X E 70 4.1 3.7 4.0 
Error 168 3.8 3.2 3.4 
M^ean squares should be multiplied by 10"^  to obtain the actual 
value. 
**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, 
respectively. 
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Table 9. Mean yield of parent composites for each strategy in the early, 
midseason, and late maturity sets averaged across six 
environments 
Maturity 
Parent composites^  Early Midseason Late X 
G 
Cycle 0 229 256 222 236 
1ST-1IG C1^  245 243 223 237 
C2 235 249 224 235 
C3 256 244 216 239 
C4 254 244 229 242 
C5 257 248 230 245 
1ST-3IG C1^  245 243 223 237 
C2 241 250 221 237 
C3 239 245 227 2j7 
2ST-1IG C1° 250 252 224 242 
C2 273 255 234 254 
C3 263 260 234 252 
2ST-3IG C1° 250 252 224 242 
C2 253 259 229 247 
CB-2ST-3IG CI 264 253 223 247 
C2 264 231 240 262 
C3 267 275 248 263 
LSDO.05 13 12 12 7 
I^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = One 
internating generation; 3IG = Three intermating generations; CI, C2, C3 
C4, and C5 = Parents of cycles 1, 2, 3> 4» and 5, respectively; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy. 
'^ IST-IIG and 1ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
'^ 2ST-1IG and 2ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
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sets, and CB-2ST-1IG in all sets (Tables 10 and 11). Averaged across 
all maturity sets, the percentage of genetic gain per cycle with respect 
to the cycle 0 mean ranged from 0.1$ for 1ST-3IG to 4*1% for CB-2ST-1IG. 
The percentage genetic gain per year ranged from 0.04/6 for 1ST-3IG to 
1.4# for CB-2ST-1IG. The rate of genetic gain per cycle and per year 
for CB-2ST-1IG was significantly greater than the 1ST strategies in all 
maturity sets. Averaged over the maturity sets, CB-2ST-1IG had 
significantly greater gain per year and per cycle than any of the other 
strategies. 
The linear regression coefficients were consistent over locations 
and years (Tables 12, 13, and 14). The seven strategies with 
significant linear response to selection averaged over six environments 
did not show significant response at each location. Strategies which 
showed significant linear increase at individual locations, but not over 
the six environments were 1ST-3IG in the early set and 1ST-1IG and 
2ST-3IG in the late set. A significant linear decrease in yield was 
found at individual locations for 1ST-1IG, 1ST-3IG, and 2ST-5IG in the 
midseason set, but not over the six environments. 
The relative effectiveness of one stage versus two stages of yield 
testing was determined by comparing methods that used the same 
intermating strategy. The 2ST strategies had greater genetic gain per 
cycle than the comparable 1ST strategies in all of the maturity sets 
(Table 10). Although smaller, the advantage was maintained on a per 
year basis (Table 11). in the early set and averaged over the maturity 
sets, the genetic gain per cycle and per year for the 2ST strategies 
were significantly greater than the comparable 1ST strategies. The 2ST 
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Table 10. The genetic gain per cycle for the early, midseason, and late 
maturiiy sets averaged over six environments and averaged 
overall maturity sets 
Strategy® 
Maturity 
X Early Midseason Late 




 1 1.5 +1.0 1.8**+ 0.6 
1ST-3IG 2.5 + 2.1 -2.7 + 1.9 1.4 +1.9 0.3 + 1.1 
2ST-1IG 12.3**+ 2.1 1.4 + 1.9 4.6* + 1.9 b.0**+ 1.1 
2ST-3IG 12.0**+ 3.2 1.5 _+ 3.0 3.5 +3.1 5.5**+ 1.8 
CB-2ST-3IG 11.4**+ 2.1 8.3**+ 1.9 9.5**+ 1.9 9.6**+ 1.1 
I^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 
1IG = One intermating generation; 3IG = Three internating generations; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy. 
L^inear regression coefficient of cycle mean on cycle number. 
*, **Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 
probability levels, respectively. 
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Table 11. The genetic gain per year for the early, midseason, and late 
maturity sets averaged over six environments and averaged 
over all maturity sets 
Strategy® 
Maturity 
X Early Midseason Late 
1ST-1IG 2.8**+ 0.6 -0.6 _+ 0.5 0.8 _+ 0.5 0.9*% 0.3 
1ST-5IG 0.8 + 0.7 -0.9 _+ 0.6 0.5 _+ 0.6 0*1 + 0.4 
2ST-1IG 4.1**+ 0.7 0.5 + 0.6 1.5* + 0.6 2.0**+ 0.4 
2ST-5IG 3.0**+ 0.8 0.4 + 0.8 0.9 _+ 0.8 1.4**+ 0.5 
CB-2ST-3IG 3.8**+ 0.7 2.8**+ 0.6 3.2**+ 0.6 3.2**+ 0.4 
I^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 
1IG = One intermating generation; 3IG = Three intermating generations; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy. 
L^inear regression coefficient of cycle mean on cycle number divided 
by the number of years per cycle. 
*, **Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 
probability levels, respectively. 
Table 12. Mean yield of parent composites for each strategy in the 
early maturity set at individual locations and averaged 
across six environments 
1983 
Parent composite^  Ames Knierim Corwith 
Cycle 0 224 • 243 
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2.9 + 1.3 
25 
I^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = 
One intermating generation; 3IG = Three intermating generations; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy; CI, C2, C3» C4, and C5 = Parents 
of cycles 1, 2, 3» 4> and 5, respectively. 
1^ST-1IG and 1ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
L^inear coefficient for the regression of cycle mean yield on 
cycle number divided by the number of years per cycle. 
2^ST-1IG and 2ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
*, **3ignificantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 
probability levels, respectively. 
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1984 1983-84 
Âmes Hanson Corwith X 
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29 28 52 13 
Table 13- Mean yield of parent composites for each strategy in the 
midseason maturity set at individual locations and averaged 
across six environments 
1983 
Parent composite® Ames Marshalltown Stuart 
Cycle 0 288 290 230 
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2.1 + 2.0 
307 
297 
0.9 + 1.7 
232 
241 


















0.2  _+ 0 .9  
18 
1^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = 
One intermating generation; 3IG = Three intermating generations; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy; CI, C2, C3, C4, and C5 = Parents 
of cycles 1, 2, 3, 4» and 5> respectively. 
1^ST-1IG and 1ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
L^inear coefficient for the regression of cycle mean yield on 
cycle number divided by the number of years per cycle. 
2^ST-1IG and 2ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
*, **Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 
probability levels, respectively. 
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1984 1983-84 
Ames Marshalltown Stuart X 

























































0.5 + 0.6 
253 
274 
2.0 + 2.9 
225 
234 





















48 27 16 12 
Table 14- Mean yield of parent composites for each strategy in the 
late maturity set at individual locations and averaged 
across six environments 
1983 
Parent composite^  Ames Ottumwa Stuart 
Cycle 0 255 189 236 
1ST-1IG C1^  281 180 253 
C2 268 195 214 
C3 259 181 233 
C4 280 175 255 
C5 276 185 243 
b value® 1.4+1.2 -0.7+1.2 0.9+1.2 
1ST-3IG C1^  281 180 253 
C2 278 189 233 
C3 286 201 235 
b value 2.9 +. 1«5 1.6 ^  1.5 -0.7 i 1'5 
2ST-1IG C1<^  270 183 238 
C2 302 196 230 
C5 298 180 244 
b value 5.3 +1.5 -O.4  +1.5 0.5 + 1.5 
2ST-3IG C1^  270 183 238 
C2 293 191 236 
b value 4«7 +1.8 0.3 +1.8 0+1.8 
CB-2ST-1IG CI 286 183 239 
C2 309 182 256 
C3 297 206 260 
b value 4.9 +1.5 1.7+1.5 3.0+1.5 
LSD,05 29 29 29 
I^ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = 
One intermating generation; 3IG = Three intermating generations; 
CB = Conventional breeding strategy; CI, C2, C3, C4, and C5 = Parents 
of cycles 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5» respectively. 
1^ST-1IG and 1ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
L^inear coefficient for the regression of cycle mean yield on 
cycle number divided by the number of years per cycle. 
*^ 2ST-1IG and 2ST-3IG had common cycle 1 parents. 
*, **Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 
probability levels, respectively. 
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1984 1983-84 
Ames Ottumwa Stuart X 
223 225 202 222 
232 200 193 223 
252 225 191 224 
204 225 194 216 
221 240 203 229 
232 253 193 230 
-0.5 + 1.5 3.7 i 1.5 0.2 +1.0 0.8 + 0.5 
232 200 193 223 
216 238 173 221 
236 228 174 227 
0.8 _+ 1.9 1.6 ^  1.8 3.4 + 1.3 0.5 + 0.6 
248 214 188 224 
240 232 203 254 
234 243 204 234 
0.8 +1.9 2.4 + 1.8 0.7 + 1.3 1.5 + 0.6 
248 214 188 224 
227 225 200 229 
0.5 + 2.2 0 + 2.1 0.2 + 1.5 0.9 ± 0.8 
231 222 175 225 
257 228 210 240 
261 262 200 240 
4.7 + 1.9 3.9*1 1-8 1.0+1.3 3.2 +0.6 
36 35 24 12 
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strategies achieved higher yields than the 1ST strategies in all the 
maturity sets (Table 9). The yield advantage was largest in the early 
and midseason sets. 
A direct comparison of the results of testing the same lines in one 
stage or two stages was possible with the cycle 0 population. The lines 
chosen as parents of cycle 1 after the two-stage test (2ST-1IG-C1 and 
2ST-3IG-C1) had higher yields than those selected after the one-stage 
test (1ST-1IG-C1 and 1ST-jIG-Cl) in the early and midseason sets (Table 
9). The two testing strategies differed by only 1 g m~^  for the late 
set. Only two of the ten cycle 1 parents were in common for the 1ST and 
2ST strategies in the early and midseason set, and four were in common 
in the late set. 
The relative genetic gain from one versus three generations of 
intermating was determined for the 1ST strategies by comparing 1ST-1IG 
and 1ST-3IG. In the early set, the 1ST-1IG strategy had greater gain 
per cycle and significantly greater gain per year than the IST-jIG 
strategy (Tables 10 and 11). Both strategies decreased in yield in the 
midseason set. The 1ST-1IG and 1ST-3IG strategies had similar gain per 
cycle and gain per year in the late set. The genetic ^ in per cycle and 
per year averaged over the maturity sets were greater for 1ST-1IG. The 
highest-yielding cycles of 1ST-1IG were slightly higher than the best 
cycles of 1ST-3IG in the midseason and late sets (Table 10). In the 
early set, the yield of cycles 3 to 5 of the 1ST-1IG were significantly 
higher than any 1ST-3IG cycle. 
The most effective method of intermating for the 2ST strategies was 
used in CB-2ST-1IG. This strategy provided the least opportunity for 
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recombination, yet the gain per year for CB-2ST-1IG was more than two 
times greater than the other 2ST strategies in the midseason and late 
sets (Table 11). The CB-2ST-1IG strategy significantly exceeded the 
yield of all other strategies in the midseason and late maturity sets 
(Table 9). The genetic gain per cycle was similar for 2ST-1IG and 
2ST-3IG in the early and midseason sets and greater for 2ST-1IG in the 
late set (Table 10). Genetic gain par year was greater for 2ST-1IG in 
the early and late sets. The highest yielding cycles of 2ST-1IG were 
slightly higher than any of the 2ST-3IG cycles in the midseason and late 
maturity sets (Table 9). In the early set, the mean yield of 2ST-1IG 
cycle 2 was significantly greater than cycle 2 of 2ST-3IG (Table 9). 
Significant variation was found among the composites for 5% 
maturity, 95% maturity, height, and lodging (Tables 15, 16, and 17). 
The composite X environment mean squares were significant for 5$ 
maturity and 95% maturity in all three sets and for lodging in the 
midseason set. Mean comparisons showed significant differences among 
cycles within strategies (Tables IS and 19). Significant regression 
coefficients for response per year indicated that directional changes 
occurred for 5% maturity, 95% maturity, height and lodging in some of 
the strategies (Tables 18 and 19). 
The expected maturity range for the composites in the early, 
midseason and late sets was as follows; the lines in the early 
composites should mature at the same time or later than 'Hodgson 78' and 
before 'Amsoy 71'; the lines in the midseason composites should mature 
at the same time or after Amsoy 71 and before 'Pella' matures; and the 
lines in the late maturity composites should mature at the same time or 
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Table 15. Combined analysis of variance for 3% maturity, 95^  maturity, 
height, and lodging over six environments for the early 
maturity set 
Mean Squares 
Source of 5% 95% 
variation df maturity maturity Height Lodging 
Environments (E) 5 (3)* 394.5 730.0 4328.0 5.3 
Replications / E 12 (8) J.O 2.5 293.9 0.5 
Composites (C) 14 38.3** 51.0** 211.5** 0.4** 
C X E 70 (42) 2.8** 3.6** 31.6 0.1 
Error 168 (112) 1.3 1.2 24.2 0.1 
D^egrees of freedom for 5% maturity and 95% maturity are listed in 
parentheses if different from those in the left column. 
Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
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Table 16. Combined analysis of variance for 5?o maturity, 93% maturity, 








maturity Height Lodging 
Environments (E) 5 (3)* 1048.0 2185 .8 2893.2 36.7 
Replications / E 12 (8) 5.7 11 .7 149.4 0 . 3  
Composites (C) 14 30.4** 10 .3** 414.4** 1.2** 
C X £ 70 (42) 7.1** 2 .2** 42.7 0.2** 
Error 168 (112) 1.0 0 .9 34.7 0.1 
D^egrees of freedom for 5% maturity and 95% maturity are listed in 
parentheses if different from those in the left column. 
^^Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
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Table 1?. Combined analysis of variance for 5$ maturity, 95$ maturity, 
height, and lodging over six environments for the late 
maturity set 
Mean Squares 
Source of 5/6 95% 
variation df maturity maturity Height Lodging 
Environments (E) 5 (3)* 1829.7 1236.2 9591.7 48.9 
Replications / E 12 18) 1.2 1.1 45.1 0.2 
Composites (C) 14 10.3** 10.0** 177.4** 0.3** 
C X E 70 (42) 3.5** 1.5** 23.4 0.2 
Error 168 (112) 2.0 0.7 27.5 0.2 
D^egrees of freedom for 5% maturity and 95$ maturity are listed in 
parentheses if different from those in the left column. 
^^Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
Table 18. Mean 5J6 maturity and 95^  maturity for the early, midseason and late maturity sets 
averaged across six environments 
Early Midseason Late 
Parent composites® 
95% 5% 95)6 5% 95# h Maturity" Maturity^  Maturity Ma turi ty Maturity Maturity 
Cycle 0 7 13 11 23 23 29 
1ST-1IG CI 11 19 16 24 22 27 
C2 12 19 15 23 22 28 
C3 12 19 15 22 22 27 




0.3+0.1 U 0.3+0.1 
1§ 
0.5+0.1 F -0.1+0.05 ÎI 
-0.3 ±0.1 11 -0.2+0.1 
1SÏ-3IG C1 11 19 16 24 22 27 




0.4+0.1 0.7+0.1 # 0.4+0.1 0.2+0.1 SI -0.2+0.1 27 -0.1+0.1 
®1ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = One intermating generation; 
3IG = Three intermating generations; CB = Conventional breeding strategy; CI, C2, C3, C4» and 
05 = Parents of cycles 1, 2, 3» 4i and 5» respectively. 
'^ Days after August 26 when 5/^  of the pods have reached their mature color. 
D^ays after August 2b when 95 to 100# of the pods have reached their mature color. 
'^ Linear regression coefficient of cycle mean on cycle number divided by years per cycle. 
*, **Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, 
respectively. 
Table 18. Continued 
Early Mldseason Late 
95J6 95% 5% 9556 

















































































LSDo.05 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table 19. Mean height and lodging for the early, raidseason and late maturity sets averaged 
across six environments 
Early Hldseason Late 
composites® Height^  Lodging® Height Lodging Height Lodging 
cm cm cm 































































®1ST = One-stage yield test; 2ST = Two-stage yield test; 1IG = One intermating generation; 
3IG = Three intermating generations; CB = Conventional breeding strategy; CI, C2, C3, C4» and 
C5 = Parents of cycles 1, 2, 3, 4» and 5, respectively. 
'^ Distance from the soil to the terminal node of the main stem at maturity. 
°Rated on a scale of 1 (all plants erect) to 5 (all plants prostrate). 
L^inear regression coefficient of cycle mean on cycle number divided by years per cycle. 
*, **Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, 
respectively. 
Table 19. Continued 
Parent 
composites 
Early Hidseason Late 
Height Lodging Height Lodging Height Lodging 
cm cm cm 
2ST-1IG Cl 86 2 . 1  103 2.5 106 2.6 
C2 83 2.0 98 2.4 98 2.6 
Cj 











 t HI 2 0.03+0.01 
2ST-3IG Cl 86 2.1 103 2.5 106 2.6 
C2 
b value 1.4 lO. 
2*4 
2 0.07+0.02 m 1 . 4 + 0 . 3  
2&7 
0 . 0 7 + 0 . 0 2  
190 
- 0 . 9  + 0 .  Hi 2 0.05 ±0.02 
CB-2ST-3IG Cl 80 2.0 100 2 . 7  102 2.7 













LSDo.05 3 0.2 4 0.3 3 0 . 4  
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after Bella and no later than 'Williams 82'. All of the composites 
matured in the proper range for their maturi-ty set, except for the cycle 
0 composite in the early set (Table 18). This composite matured earlier 
due to the effect of the Maturity Group 0 lines used in the formation of 
AP6. In all cycles of selection for all strategies, no lines earlier 
than the group I cultivar Hodgson 78 were selected as parents from the 
early subpopulations. 
Significant linear response for later 5% maturity was found for all 
composites in the early and midseason sets (Table 18). All strategies 
in the late maturity set had significant linear response for earlier 
maturity. All strategies in the early set showed significant linear 
trends for later 95% maturity (Table 18). In the midseason set, the 
1ST-3IG and 2ST-5IG strategies had significant linear trends for later 
maturity and 1SI-1IG had a significant linear trend for earlier 
maturity. In the late set, all but the 1ST-3IG strategy tended to 
mature earlier than the cycle 0 composite. Although significant, the 
changes in maturity were small. The range in 95% maturity dates among 
the composites was 4 days in the early set (excluding cycle 0), and 3 
days in the midseason and late sets (Table 18). 
With respect to cycle 0, there was a significant linear trend for 
decreasing height in 2ST-1IG and CB-2ST-1IG in the midseason set and 
1ST-1IG, 2ST-1IG, and 2ST-5IG in the late set (Table 19). A significant 
trend for increasing height was found in 1ST-3IG, 2ST-1IG, and 2ST-3IG 
in the early set, and 1ST-1IG and 2ST-3IG in the midseason set (Table 
18). The regression coefficients calculated with respect to cycle 0 may 
be somewhat misleading. In 2ST-1IG in the early set and 2ST-1IG and 
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CB-2ST-1IG in the late set, a large increase in height from cycle 0 to 
cycle 1 was followed by decreasing height in subsequent cycles. In the 
midseason set, the decrease in height from cycle 1 to 5 was 10 cm for 
2ST-1IG and 9 cm for CB-2ST-1IG. Plant height showed no consistent 
response to selection over all the strategies. 
Lodging tended to increase in response to selection for yield. 
Lodging showed a significant linear increase in 1ST-25IG, 2ST-3IG and 
CB-2ST-1IG in the early set, in all strategies except 2ST-1IG in the 
midseason set, and in all strategies in the late set (Table 19). 
Lodging increased by a score of 1 in three cycles of selection for 
1ST-3IG in the midseason set. 
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DISCUSSION 
The success of any breeding program depends on accurate evaluation 
of genotypic potential and on effective recombination to form new gene 
combinations for further selection. In this study, cycle means and tne 
rate of genetic gain were examined to determine the most effective 
strategy of yield testing and intermating. 
The 1ST strategies were not as effective as comparable 2ST 
strategies in identifying high yielding lines. The 2ST strategies 
provided better information on genotype X environment interaction than 
the 1ST strategies, even though data from both years of testing were not 
used to make selections. The lines selected after the second yield test 
had to yield in the top one-third of the lines evaluated each year. In 
addition, selection of parents was based on performance at two locations 
for the 1ST strategies and three locations for the 2ST strategies. 
The use of hill plots for the 1ST strategies likely contributed to 
the lower genetic gain than obtained with the 2ST strategies. In a 
previous study, Torrie (1962) concluded that more replications of hill 
plots than row plots are required to achieve equal precision for yield 
evaluation. Phenotypic correlations between yield in hill and row plots 
have ranged from 0.26 to 0.94 and genotypic correlations mve ranged 
from 0.40 to 1.07 (Torrie, 1962; Green et al., 1974; Buzzell and 
Buttery, 1984; Garland and Fehr, 1981). 
To estimate the relative effect of genotype X environment 
interaction and plot type on the results of tnis study, the data of 
Garland and Fehr (1981) were used to simulate a selection experiment 
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similar to one cycle of selection with the 1ST and 2ST strategies. The 
yield data were from 50 S2-derived lines grown in hill plots at four 
locations and in row plots at five locations in 1977 and 1978. Three 
replications of each plot type were grown at each location. Three one-
stage testing strategies and two two-stage testing strategies were 
simulated. For the one-stage strategies, the four hill-plot locations 
were paired in the six possible two-location combinations. The 1977 
data were used to calculate the mean performance of the five highest-
yielding lines for each of the six combinations in hill plots and row 
plots. Selection based on a one-stage test at three locations of row 
plots involved the two locations at which hill plots were grown and one 
of the three other row locations in 1977. For the two-stage tests, 
selection was based on hill plots the first year and row plots the 
second year or row plots both years. The 1977 data were used to select 
the 15 (30%) lines with the highest yield at each of the six two-
location combinations. The 1978 row plot data were used to select the 
five highest-yielding lines. Each three-location combination of 1978 
data consisted of the two locations at which the lines were selected in 
hill plots and one of the three remaining locations with row plots. 
The results of the selection experiment suggested that the 
advantage of the 2ST strategy was more strongly influenced by the 
relative efficiency of selection in row versus hill plots than by 
genotype X environment interaction (Table 20). The average yield of the 
selected lines from the one-stage test in hills was 7 g m"^  less than 
the one-stage test in rows. No difference was observed in the use of 
two or three locations for the one-stage test in row plots. Lines 
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Table 20. Mean yield of 5 lines selected out of the 50 S2-derived lines 
for yield based on simulation of one or two stages of yield 
testing (Data from Garland and Fehr, 1981) 
One-stage Two-stage 
Paired^  Hill ^  Row Row Hill-Row^  Row-Row® 
locations 2 loc.d 2 loc. 3 loc. 3 loc. 3 loc. 
_2 g m  ^
1-2 382 387 390 395 9^7 
1-3 386 394 392 397 396 
1-4 388 391 392 394 396 
2-3 380 395 392 393 398 
2-4 388 395 393 394 398 
3-4 388 395 393 396 395 
X 385 392 392 395 397 
T^he four locations with hill plots were paired in all 
combinations; 1 = Ames, 2 = Corwith, 3 = Stuart, and 4 = Ottumwa. 
F^irst year of yield evaluation in hill plots, the second year 
in row plots. 
®First and second years of yield evaluation in row plots. 
N^umber of locations included in each entry mean. Means 
calculated for three locations are averaged over three three-location 
combinations. 
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selected by the two-stage tests were superior on average to the one-
stage tests. The highest yielding lines were obtained with the two-
stage test in which row plots were used both years. 
The merit of multiple generations of intermating has been evaluated 
on a theoretical basis. Hanson (1959) supported the use of at least 
three generations of intermating based on the expected reduction in size 
of parental linkage blocks resulting from generations of random 
intermating before selfing. The expected response of a population to 
generations of intermating will be determined by the predominant linkage 
relationships in the population. Genoiiypic frequencies and genetic 
variance tend to shift toward equilibrium values following repeated 
intermating (Falconer, 1981). If repulsion linkages predominate, 
intermating should increase genetic variance and the frequency of 
genotypes containing linked favorable alleles. If coupling linkages 
predominate, genetic variance would be expected to decrease due to the 
reduction in the number of genotypes with eitner the favorable or 
unfavorable alleles in linkage. The predicted response to intermating 
relative to selfing would be largest for tightly linked loci on a short 
chromosome segment and would decrease as the average recombination 
frequency among linked loci increased (Pederson, 1974; Bos, 1977J. 
Pederson (1974) determined that the increase in genetic variance from 
intermating would be small for traits controlled by loci on three or 
more long chromosome segments. Hanson and Hayman (1963) conducted a 
theoretical investigation of populations formed from crosses between 
homozygous parents with different proportions of coupling linkages. 
They concluded that intermating would most likely decrease genetic 
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variance and immediate response to selection. Both Pederson (1974) 
and Bos (1977) demonstrated that random intermating would not be 
expected to be superior to early-generation selection. 
Random intermating has been used successfully to reduce the 
negative association between lint yield and fiber strength in cotton, a 
relationship thought to be caused by repulsion linkage (Meredith and 
Bridge, 1971; Miller and Rawlings, 1967b). However, for a single trait 
such as yield, which could be expected to have both repulsion and 
coupling linkages, intermating before selection is less likely to be 
beneficial. 
This study does not support the use of more than one season of 
intermating before selection for yield in a recurrent selection program. 
The cycle means and the genetic gain of the jIG strategies did not 
indicate any benefit from more than one generation of intermating. The 
greatest total response was observed in CB-2ST-1IG, the strategy whicn 
was initiated in a base population synthesized from one generation of 
intermating and which utilized tne least amount of intermating between 
cycles. These results suggest that it would be desirable to complete 
additional cycles of selection rather than lengthening a cycle of 
selection by additional generations of intermating. Altman and Busch 
(1984) also concluded that intermating in a single-cross population of 
spring wheat was not justified for increasing genetic variance or the 
frequency of desirable genotypes. 
Previous reports of recurrent selection for yield in soybean nave 
reported higher gains from selection than achieved in this experiment. 
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for a selection program involving S-] lines. Their population was 
synthesized using unadapted germplasm, while AP6 was synthesized using 
adapted, high-yielding germplasm. The largest gain in their population 
occurred in the first cycle of selection, which may have been the result 
of discarding inferior germplasm from the population. 
Sumarno and Fehr (1982) estimated improvement for parents of cycles 
1 to 3 of 1ST-1IG. They estimated gain per cycle from the evaluation of 
parent composites as 10.9 +_ 2.2 g m~^  in the early set, -7.0 +, 2.2 g m~^  
in the midseason set, and 8.2 _+ 2.8 g m~^  in the late set. The 
estimated gain per cycle in this study for five cycles of selection in 
1ST-1IG was lower for the early and late sets, and the midseason set did 
not show the significant decrease observed in the previous study. 
The superior gain exhibited by the conventional breeding strategy 
in this study does not support the use of recurrent selection in a 
closed population for short-term soybean cultivar development. 
Conventional breeding systems have been criticized for limiting the 
opportunity for recombination, yet the CB-2ST-1IG strategy achieved 
greater yield improvement than strategies utilizing more extensive 
crossing to generate genetic variability. The maintenance of a closed 
population would be advantageous only if the lines selected each cycle 
were higher yielding than all available germplasm. This would be an 
unlikely situation because soybean breeders currently have access to the 
superior cultivars developed and released by both public and private 
programs. This exchange of germplasm permits each breeder to benefit 
from the genetic gain obtained in the independent programs. 
Collectively, over 10,000 lines are evaluated each year in Maturity 
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Groups I to III in the United States. By comparison, a closed 
population in a recurrent selection program would not likely evaluate 
more than 200 lines each cycle. As long as there is a free exchange of 
parental material among breeding programs, conventional breeding 
strategies would be expected to surpass the gain from recurrent 
selection in a closed population. Cycle lengths similar to the CB-2ST-
1IG strategy can be achieved in conventional breeding programs by using 
experimental lines as parents before their release as cultivars. 
The variable yield response observed across maturity sets for each 
strategy in this experiment would be expected for replicated selection 
experiments (Baker, 1984). Sources of the variable response could be 
random sampling in crossing, selfing, and in the selection phase. 
Changes in maturity were small and not consistent across maturity sets. 
Changes in height were large in some strategies. An undesirable 
increase in lodging was found for most of the strategies. 
Maturity of the populations was controlled successfully with the 
use of F^ - and S^ -derived lines. This is in contrast to the pronounced 
shift in maturity that occurred during earlier research with the 
evaluation of lines for seed yield in AP6 (Figure 4)» Three-hundred 
lines were evaluated from the same cycle 0 population used to 
initiate the four recurrent selection strategies compared in the present 
study. The yield test was conducted in hill plots with the same 
procedure as described for the 1ST strategies. The lines had a broad 
range of maturity. The 300 lines were divided equally into early, 
midseason, and late maturity classes, and the 10 highest-yielding lines 
from each class were selected as parents. The 30 selected lines were 
Figure 4 .  Distribution of maturity for jOO 3^  lines from the cycle 0 population of APb and from 
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nated in a dial lei, and 300 lines from the cycle 1 population were 
grown in hill plots. The frequency distribution for maturity of the 
lines was skewed so sharply toward late maturity that the program was 
discontinued. A similar shift in maturity was reported by Miller and 
Fehr (1979) in recurrent selection for high protein based on evaluation 
of lines. The shift in maturity was attributed, at least in part, to 
the difficulty in properly classifying heterogeneous lines for 




Two-stage yield evaluation was more effective than one-stage yield 
evaluation in identifying high-yielding lines. The advantage of two-
stage testing can be attributed to better information on genoi^ pe X 
environment interaction and to more efficient selection for yield in row 
plots than in hill plots. 
One generation of intermating was as effective as three generations 
of intermating between cycles. The results suggest that it would be 
preferable to complete additional cycles of selection instead of 
lengthening a cycle of selection by using more than one generation of 
intermating. Recurrent selection increases the frequency of favorable 
genes, and as a result, should be more effective than random intermating 
at increasing the probability of recovering favorable recombinants. 
Random intermating may be effective in breaking specific negative 
associations, but does not appear to be advantageous for yield. 
The superior performance of the conventional breeding strategy does 
not support the use of recurrent selection in a closed population for 
short-term cultivar development. The limited crossing strategy in the 
CB-2ST-1IG strategy permitted sufficient recombination and chromosome 
reassortment to make significant short-term gain. The maintenance of a 
closed population would be disadvantageous unless lines isolated from it 
were superior in seed yield to all germplasm available. The large 
number of lines evaluated in all public and private soybean breeding 
programs and the free exchange of germplasm between programs make the 
superiority of a closed population unlikely. 
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